
632ND ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING, 

HELD IN COMMITTEE ROOM B, THE CENTRAL HALL, 
WESTMINSTER, S.W., ON MONDAY, MAY 23RD, 1921, 

AT 4.30p.M. 

PROFESSOR T. G. PINCHES, LL.D., M.R.A.S., IN THE CHAIR. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read, confirmed and signed, • 
and the Hon. Secretary announced the Election of the Rev. John Wick 
Bowman, M.A., D.D., as an Associate. 

PROF. PINOHES rose to explain that, owing to the unfortunate illness 
of Dr. St. Clair Tisdall, he had been asked to read the paper. He undertook 
the task with considerable diffidence, owing to the very special nature of 

the paper. 

THE BOOK OF DANIEL: SOME LINGUISTIO EVIDENOE 
REGARDING ITS DATE . . By the Rev. W. ST. CLAIR 
TISDALL, D.D. 

~ ~, 'Q \ ~, 
To£<;, TO£ o£ICa!O£<;, XCJJ ",paxv<;, lILKq. fLEryall. 

(Sophocles). 

THE question of the date of tl~e co.mposition of th? Book of 
Daniel as it at present eXIsts m the MassoretlC Text of 
the Old Testament, has long been under discussio~. 'The 

Higher Critics have given their verdict reg~rdin~ its genuu;teIl:ess, 
and they have, in their own opinion, deCIded Its date WIthin a 
very fe~ years. To mention one. of their lat~st pronouncements, 
the Peake Commentary on the BIble says: No Old TestaJ?1ent 
Scholar of any repute now mainhins that the Book was wrI~te~ 
by Daniel" (p. 323). This :writ?r admits, how~ver, that It IS 
referred to in the so-called SIbylline Oracles (datmg fro~ about 
140 B.O.), the" Testaments of the Twelve. Patriarchs (109-
107 B.O.), and the First Book of Maccabees (c~rca 100 B.C.). Not
withstanding this, the Higher Oritics in general have persuaded 
themselves that the Book of Daniel was written only a few ·years 
before the earliest of these works, v·iz., in 167-165 B.O., and yet 
within a little over a score of years had grown famous and gained 
credence far and wide, evell among people speaking a language 
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entirely different from the Semitic tongues in which it was 
composed. Even those critics who are willing to allow an earlier 
date are convinced that its origin cannot be put back farther than 
to a period considerably later than Alexander the Great's conquest 
of Palestine in 332 B.C. 

It is not our duty to state the arguments brought forward "in 
support of this conclusion. They may be read in a multitude of 
books which deal with the subject. Our purpose in the present 
Paper is to consider only the question what light the language of 
the original documents, illustrated by others of ancient and known 
dates recently discovered, throws upon the matter. 

The late Professor Driver, in his well-known IntToduction t.O 
the LitemtUl'e of the Old Testament, and again in his little work 
on Daillel in the Oambridge Bible for Schools and Oolleges, 
though admitting evidence from many other sources also, rightly 
lays great stress on the information to be gained as to the date of 
the Book from a careful study of its words in the original languages, 
Hebrew and Aramaic. New evidence has been brought forward 
since Dr. Driver wrote, which seems to me to necessitate an entire 
reconsideration of the subject. This is drawn largely from the 
facts learned from the Aramaic papyri discovered comparatively 
recently in Egypt, and especially in the ruins of some houses 
in the remains of ancient Syene (Assouan) and Elephantine. 

Do these new facts confirm the Oritics' conclusions or confute 
them ~ In answering this question it will be well in the first 
place to hear'Dr. Driver's own words, and then see whether they 
can any longer be maintained to be correct. 

Dr. Driver wrote in 1894 (I.L.O.T., pp. 467-476): "In face 
of the facts presented by the Book of Daniel, the opinion that it 
is the work of Daniel himself cannot be sustained. Internal 
evidence shews with a cogency that cannot be resisted that it 
must have been written not earlier than circa 300 B.O., and in 
Palestine; and it is at least probable that it was composed under 
the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes, B.C. 168 or 167." 
Dealing with the evidence of language alone, he proceeds to sum 
up his conclusions thus: "The Persia·n words presuppose a period 
after the Persian Empire had been well established: the Greek 
words dernctnd, the Hebrew suppm·ts, and the Aramaic permits, 
a date after the conquest of Pa.lestine by Alexan(ler the Great 
(B.C. 332). With our present knowledge, this is as much as the 
language authorises us definitely to affirm; though uup.rpCJJlIta 
as the name of an instrument (considering the history of the term 
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in Greek) would seem to point to a date somewhat advanced. 
in the Greek period." Elsewhere he refers to two other Gre~k 
words, vaAT~pwv and ,cleap£<;, contained in" Daniel as still 
further confirnllncr his argument. He adds : What~ver may 
be the case with 

0 
"leapt<;, it is incred!ble that t,~AT7JPWV and 

O"vp,cpwvla can have reached Ba~ylon cnrca.550 B.C. . 
Let us examine this latter pomt :first, smce Dr. DIlver lays so 

much stress upon it. He is willing to give up "leap£", because, 
as is well known Homer uses* it in Asia Minor (probably) long, 
perhaps many h~dreds of years, before Dani~l's time ; .. ~nd ~en~~ 
Dr. Driver adnllts that both the word (used ill Dan. lll, 5, VIl, 

10, 15) and the thing may have been well.known .bef~re the 
Macedonian Period in Palestine. To the ordinary m~nd ~t does 
not seem altogether impossible that, i~ one Greek~u~Icll:l mstr~
ment had become Imown in BabyloIlla befor~ D~Illel s tI~e, t" 0 

others should have been introduced along WIth'It, espeCIally as 
the names of othm' instruments mentioned in. the same 
connexion, whether themselves Greek (a~ was at one t~e affirmed 
by critics, though they now admit theIr Eastern o:ng~) or not, 
were not long afterwards known in Greece. To InSISt, as Dr. 
Driver does, that these two names of musical instruments prov~ 
" a date after the conquest of Palestine by. Alexander the Great 
for the composition of the Book o~ Da~el. because they occur 
in it seems hardly justifiable. But If he IS rIght, what a~e we to 
say to the occurrence of even more words .of, Greek .m dated 
Aramaic papyri found in Egypt ~nd belongmg .to a tIme, con~ 
siderably earlier than the MacedOIllan conquest of. that country . 
Although the papyri from Assouan and Elep~antme ?,re all. more 
or less fragmentary, yet in the sIllall c.ollectlOn published m ~he 
original Aramaic by Arthur Ungna~ In 1911, t.he total bulk. of 
which is considerably less than that of the AramaIC part of D~Illel, 
there are several Greek words. About three of th~se t~ere IS ~o 
room for doubt. These are the words: O"TaTTJp, apO"fV£KOV, 
and ,,£eWlJ. About yet another word t there may be some 
doubt, though Levi, in his Ohalcliiisches Worte1:buch seems 
to be convinced of its Greek origin. These papyrI date from 
494 B.o.t to about the end of that century, and are therefore 

* Iliad ITI, 54; XITI, 731; Odys. I, 153; VIIT~ 248. 
t O~: which Levi derives from .,.a~lr. probably In error. 
t See p. 210. 
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much earlier than the date (332 B.C.) assigned by Dr. Driver as 
the very earliest possible for the composition of Daniel, on the 
ground of its containing two Greek words. Moreover, these words 
in the papyri are not the names of two musical instruments among 
a group of the same kind, as in Daniel. One is the name of a Greek 
coin, a second that of a colour, the third denoting an article of 
Greek dress. Nor are the words found all together in a group: 
they are scattered in different manuscripts. If we apply Dr. 
Driver's argument to them, it breaks down utterly. Is not the 
same conclusion inevitable when applied to the Book of Daniel? 
If the occurrence of three, or even four, Greek words in these 
papyri does not (and cannot, because of the dates of the docu
ments) prove their date to be that of Alexander the Great, or 
perhaps much later, how can two Greek words in Daniel 
" demand" the assignment of the book to a late date? 
It can hardly surprise us if a few Greek words found 
their way in return into, not the cultivated Babvlonian ver
nacular, but the colloquial Aramaic, the lingua franca of the 
mercantile community of the Jews resident in Babylonia in the 
latter part of the sixth century before our era. At any rate, even 
if the date of Daniel be held to be more recent than this, the 
existence of Greek words in the book cannot "demand" its 
relegation to-the period after the Macedonian conquest of Pales
tine. The Book of Daniel may well belong, even on the grounds 
chosen by Dr. Driver for argument, to somewhat the same time 
as the writing of the A~souan-Elephantine papyri. 

What period was this? and what certainty of the date can there 
be? It is not a matter of conjecture but of certainty. Many of 
~he Assouan-Elephantine papyri have the date of writing given 
m them even more precisely than our modern letters and other 
documents. They mention not only the yew/' but the month 
(often in two calendars, the Egyptian as well as the Hebrew
Aramaic) and the day of composition. In some cases, the papyri 
being somewhat torn or worm-eaten, the date can no longer be 
read; but the number of documents in which these particulars 
are preserved is sufficient to shew that they all belong to the period 
between 500 and 400 B.C. Thus, taking Arthur Ungnad's little 
collection entitled A.mmiiische Papyrus (tus Eleplzantine, 
the :first document-a letter from the Jewish community of 
Yeb (Elephantine) to Bagoas (in the original Bagohi), Persian 
Governor of Judrea (mentioned by Josephus in A.nt. of Jews, 
XI, vii, 1), complaining in forcible language of the destruction of 

p 
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. thr years previously-is 
the Jewish Temple at El~phantme ::Darius the King." As 
dated: " 20th of Marcheswan, year 17t~ . t difficulfto discover 
Darius II reigned from ~24 to .405 B.O., ~ IS: the same way, oroit
that the appeal was WIlhtte(n

t
-: !~~;. ~s I have said, often given 

ting the days and mont se, 11. 
in two notations), other papyri are dated as fo ows.-

14th ear of Darius n, 
U d Doc 'la Strassburg Papyrus, - Y ngna, . "" , 

410 B.O. . M P 13480 37th year of Artaxerxes 
Ungnad, Doc. 5, CaITo us.,. , 

I, 428 B.O.. P 13464 5th year of Darius Il, 
Ungnad, Doc. 6, CaITo Mus.,. , 

419 B.O. • P 13492 12th year of Darius Il, 
Ungnad, Doc. 8, CaITo Mus.,. , 

412 B.O. -. P 13470 15th year of Darius n, 
*Ungnad, Doc. 15, CaITo Mus.,., ~ 

409 B.O. m . M P 13493 2 ~ year of Xerxes (~) 
Ungnad, Doc. 27, CaIIo us.,. ,. 

482 B.O. . M P 13475 <) ~ year of Xerxes (~) 
Ungnad, Doc. 29, CaITo us.,. , .... 

483-2 B.O. . M P 13467 4th year of Artaxerxes 
Ungnad, Doc. 28, CalIo us.,. , 

1., 461 B.O. . M P 13491 9th year of Artaxerxes 
Ungnad, Doc. 30, CalIo us.,. , 

I, 456 B.O. . M P 13489 27th year of Darius I, 
Ungnad, Doc. 31, CalIo us., .. , 

494 B.O. (~). P 13476 5th year of Amyrtaeus, 
Ungnad, Doc. 37, Calro Mus.,. , 

circa 400 B.O. 

ber now illegible, after the 15. It ~s 
* Papyrus No. 13470 had anum 'b ble that the name erased In 

not absolutely oertain, though Iver; )r:48~ there is some slight doubt 
P. 13475 is that of Xer~es. ~ the kin referred to. Ungnad's note 
whether Darius I or Darl~s II

t 
IS uite cle;. it has not the usual shape. 

runs thus: "The No. 20 IS no q l d d In the latter case we are 
That a 10 is meant is not completel~~~:a ~·(424--405); in theform~r case 
dealing with the seventeenth ~~ of into consideration, for Danus II 
only Darius I (521-486) WO oomeour document would be (fro~ .the 
reigned only nineteen y~ars. Then from Elephantine. The ~tm~, 
year 494) the most anCIent Pap~ D· II" If the latter king IS 
however. speaks rather in frfavou~O; B c~r~~d P: 13493, of B.C. 482, is the 
meant, the document dates om ., 
earliest. 
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As the last date which Daniel the Prophet mentions in the 
tenth chapter of his Book is the third year of Cyrus, 535 B.O., 

the interval between the composition of the Book, if ended then 
(and it may not have been composed for some years later, if 
we for the moment presume it to be genuine) and the WTiting of 
the earliest of the Assouan-Elephantine Aramaic documents 
would be very short, not more than forty-one years, if 
P. 13489 be the oldest in the collection, and only fifty
three years if P. 13493 occupy that position. We must 
now enquire whether the language of the Book shows any 
reason to suppose that, instead of being by that ShOlt period 
of years eadier than the recently discovered documents, the 
Book is really more recent. Dr. Driver's attempt to prove this by 
the evidence of two Greek words in Daniel seems to me to have 
failed, since these Egyptian-Aramaic papyri contain at least 
three, and are certainly not compositions of the post-Alexander 
period. As these documents extend over the greater part of a 
century, deal with a considerable variety of subjects, from the 
destruction of a Jewish temple and the request for permission to 
rebuild it, to legal documents, agreements and correspondence, we 
ought to be able in some degree to estimate the amount of change 
in the Aramaic language which took place during the fifth century 
B.O. We may also learn to what extent the language was being 
affected by Persian influences, whether the grammar agrees at 
all closely with that of the Aramaic of Daniel, and whether the 
amount of Persian in Daniel is or is not in excess of that found in 
these Aramaic papyri, which, if the Higher Critics are right, must 
have been written a long time, possibly several centuries, before 
the Book of Daniel. If, on the other hand, the traditional view 
of the date of the Book is correct, it was composed such a short 
period before these documents in Egyptian Aramaic that the 
resemblance between them should be great. The Aramaic of 
Ezra should also be taken into consideration, since, if genuine, 
some chapters belong to the period during which the Assouan
Elephantine papyri were drawn up. It is evident that we have 
a mass of information at our disposal which should yield important 
results when carefully studied. 

Dr. Driver calls attention to the number of Persian words used 
in Daniel-especially in the Aramaic part of the Book. These he 
estimates at fifteen, though he is of opinion that there are two more 
(" Daniel," pp. lvi and lvii). There is not the slightest doubt that 
all these seventeen words are Old Persian, as I now proceed to show. 

p 2 
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1 ParlIJmim Dan. i 3 6 (c-'. Esther i, 3; vi, 9) is the Hebrew 
• ",:I' "f" d plural of the Avestic Persian word F'ratema, .oremost, an. 

hence "Chief Leader." In Achremenian PerSIan the WOJ;d IS 

Fratama, " fir~t," so we have in that dialect" fratamc(, mart~?la." 
leading men: "Dahvyunam fra~eTI?-a-dha~~ " in Yasht x, lR . 
"prae-positus (prae-fectus) pro~marum. In the word .we are 
considering we have the superlatIve of the root Fra, of which ~he 
comparative occurs in the St~assburg Pa~yru~ (Ungnad 2a, :me 
4), in the word Frata·ra-k(a), WIth the termmatIOn -ka. The" ord 
denotes an officer of a certain rank. 

2. Pathbag (Dan. i, 5, 8, etc.): rightly explained in t~~ B.D.B. 
Hebrew Lexicon as Avestic pati-baga, "special portion, U., fo~d 
assigned to the king; in Ass. it appear~ as_ pati-pa-baga.*)~ll
precht, Series A, Vo!. IX): ~ans. prat~-bhaga, share, dlvIsIOn, 
present of fruit, flowers, to a king.. . _ 

3. Azdc"i: from the Gathic azda, VedlO Sansknt addha, from a, 
this: = thus, certainly, = certain. In the Strassbu~g Pap., 
line 3. azda occurs, = enquiry, information: Armelllan azel 
= notice, information; azd ZineZ, to be informed .; azelern, I 
inform. In papyrus 13480, lines 5 and 7, the PerSIan azdakara 
occurs, meaning" an intelligence officer,~' perh~ps. 

4. Haddam.: the Avestic han-dama,-limb; m Syr. and later 
Aramaic the word occurs only as verb in Pa'el, " to dismember." 

5. Dath: law. Avestic Diithem, n., law, justice, from root qa, 
Sans. dhii. The word seems undoubtedly Persian ~thou.gh. lts 
Babylonian origin might be asserted, for in Ass.-Bab. lllscnptIOns 
(Knudtzon, " Assyr. Gebete an den S~nnen~ott," ~os;, 293! ~nd 
1, 23, 116, b, 21, etc.) we find Ditu, ~~tt, datt, mealll~g de~IsIOn, 
rule, law," perhaps from the .SeDlltlO roo~. dan, dtn, to Judg~; 
For example: "Dati sha imlll wa shumeli Ishten-ta-a~ l:talqa, 
" The laws of the right hand and of the left hand have pertshed every 
one" (l\'Iuss-Arnold, p. 27?)]. If I!ati,. etc.! a~e really fr?~1?- th~ 
Persian, their occurrence m Assynan mscnptIOns of. thls class 
shows that a certain number of Persian words had be~n mtroduced 
into the written classical Assyrian even before the PerSian conquest. 
Afew such words, as we shall see later, had thus been borrowed 
from the Persian before Cambyses' time. In both the Asso"?-a~
Elephantine papyri and in Assyrio-Babylonian tablets, prmCl
pally of the time of Artaxerxes I (466-425 B.O.), the compound 

* Vide p. 228, No. 27, below. The extra .pa is probably a mistake of 
the scribe. 
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Diit~biir, Persian tax-gatherer, occurs not infrequently. Such 
offiCIals become numerous in Babylonia (Hilprecht, Bab. Exp. 
of Univ. of Pennsylvania, Series A, Vo!. IX, p. 8). 

6. Al].ashda1'}Jan: Satrap. Achremenian PersianKhshatrapavan, 
from Khshatra, realm, and root pa, to protect. Hence Greek 
egaTpa7T"?]r;, CTaTpa7T"7]r;. The g for khsh. recalls the English 
habit (in Bombay) of representing the Sansle. Ksh by x. -

7. Riiz: a secret, = A vestic razah, loneliness; Sansk. rahasya, 
secret. (It is retained in Pahlavi and modern Persian raz, a 
secret.) 

8. Adargaza-r: an official title, perhaps" counsellor." Avestic 
Adhara,lwithin, and perhaps rootghzhar, to flow. * Whetherthe 
medireval Persian andar-zhaghar is connected with our word may 
be doubted. . 

9. Zan: P. 13480, "Kind, sort" ; Achremenian and Avestic 
zana, race (of men); Armenian zan, sort. Root Jan. Av. zan. 

10. Pitltgam: message, decree; word, thing. Achremenian 
Pati-gama, fromPati-gam, to come to; Armenianpatgam; mod. 
Persian paighiim, a message. 

11. Haddiibar: cf. Eg.-Aramaic hamda-kM (P. 13492, line 
4); the doubled d representing md or nd, the words probably 
formed similarly, only ka1' (doer) for bar (bearer). [Or possibly 
Haddabar for Haudabar, from Achremenian Khattda-bar, Avestie 
Khaoda-bar, "helmet-bearer."] But perhaps Driver is right in 
suggesting gadiibar, as in the Eg.-Aram. papyri the It (71) closely 
resembles the 9 ( ...... ). 

12. Gadaba·r: Avestic gadhiivara (which, if it occurred, would be 
gaelavam in Achremenian, club-bearer; from gadha, a mace, club 
(perhaps, as Ungnad says, a elub for throwing). In the Avesta 
the term gadhiivara is applied to Keresaspa, just as the equivalent 
gadhii-bhrit in Sanskrit is to KrishI}.a and the Latin cZaviger to 
Hercules. In modern Persia the mace-bearer (chztb-diir) " carries 
a long staff with a large head covered with embossed silver." 
In India at native courts the mace-bearer is in Urdft styled 
sonte-bar-diir. Xenophon (VII, ill, 10; and VIII, i, 38; ill, 15, 
Cyropredia) mentions the high position of the CTIC7]7T"TOVXOr; 

at the Persian court; as does Tacitus (Ann. VI, 33) at other 
Eastern courts. It is likely that the same office existed in Babylon, 

* Of. our word influence. 
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since Herodotus states that every Babylonian man of any impor
tance carries a staff (CT/C.ry'TrTpOV) with an ornate top. 

13. Sarak, a chieftain, head man, from Avestic sarah-, head. 
The termination -aka (later -ak) was often adjectival in ancient 
Persian; but it occurs with nouns also, as here; more frequently 
in the papyri than in Dan. It became very common in Pahlavi. 
Perhaps sarak is the only occurrence of the termination forming 
a noun in Daniel, but in the Eg.-Aram. papyri we have fratm'-ak 
(P. Strassburg, line 4), g'l./'shak (ibid., B, line 4) [and Sewanakanin 
(P. 13472, line 6), "people of Syene"; here we have not the 
-ka but -kan or -kani]. The termination -ka, as adjectival, is 
common in Sanskrit, Pali, Avestic, etc., as well as in Greek and 
practically in all Aryan tongues; but as forming nouns it is very 
rare in the oldest dialects of Persian. In the three words we 
have quoted, sarak (Daniel), gusha.k and fratarak (Eg.-.A:ram. 
papyri) the termination does not form a diminutive, as in the 
later Persian is so common (cf. Sansk. Prathama-ka). 

14. Nidneh or nidneh (Dan. vii, 15) is a word which assumes 
various modifications at the hands of editors (including the 
conjecture i1r! l"~~, which hardly needs conside!ation). 
Baer reads i1n~ , Kautzsch i=ld"P, N6ldeke and Bevan 
i=ld:t, considering that the feminine pronominal suffix is 
incorporated. In the Talmud and Targurris the word occurs in 

use as ~n~ and i1n~. It occurs as n~ and rH in 
the Hebrew of I Chron. xxi, 27, where it clearly denotes the 
sheath of a sword. (This is evidently not the somewhat similar 
word which is found in Ezek. xvi, 33, and which is from the Assy
rian nadnu, nidnu, m:ndanu, nudnu, nudunnu, n·udinnu, "a 
gift, a,dowry.") The word we are now considering does not actu
ally occur in either A vestic or Achremenian texts, but no doubt is 
possible about its derivation. The root in Avestic is da, to give, 
to put (8t8CrJJLt, -rtO'TJJLt, dare), Sansk. dM, to place, da to 
give. (In Av. and Ach. the distinction between these roots is 
generally lost; though preserved in Greek and Sanskrit.) In both 
A vestic and Achremenian the root forms compounds with the 
preposition ni-; hence we have Avestic ni-da, to give up, hand 
over; Sansk. ni-dM, to deposit, put in, fix in. From the com
pound root we have in Avestic the words nidhaiti, nidhiita, a 
putting off, put down, connected; nature, ablmdance i stored up ; 
and in Sanskrit nidhiina, a receptacle. This latter word must 
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have existed in Old Persian too, probably in both dialects, in the 
form nidana or nidhana. We find in Pali also nidhana, receptacle, 
treasury, store, and in modern Persian the Avestic word becomes 
nihan, hidden, secret. It must therefore have existed in the old 
language of the country. In Sanskrit the term for the sheath of a 
sword was pi-dhana, from the same root dha, with another prefix, 
pi- (for api-, Greek E'Trt). 

15. Appeden: Achremenian Apa-dana (root da), a castle, palace, 
literally a place set apart. In Sanskrit apa-dha (Skt. apa = 
Gk. cL'TrO) means to set apart. It is noteworthy that the same 
Persian word has been taken into Armenian, only with the d 
changed into r and the Armenian plural termination k'h added, 
thus becoming aparank'h, palace. Appadan occurs in Babylonian 
too (Muss. Am., p. 79). 

16. Nebizbah occurs in the Aramaic of Dan. ii, 6; v, 14. 
As the Massoretic Text is generally so correct in the consonants 
of the Hebrew and Aramaic words, I hesitate to suggest any 
change. But the word as it stands does not seem at all explicable. 
I venture, therefore, to conjecture that the second b here may have 
originally been n. The word in the alphabet used in the Eg.
Aram. papyri would then be 71 fI~ f instead of n!f I ~.* From 
the context the meaning required is " reward" or " gift." A. ben 
Ezra says the word means gift, as it stands in the Massoretic 
Text; but its etymology is not clear. If written as I suggest, 
i1~q~, and read n·ibazenah, there is no difficulty. The 
first element in the word is the prepositional ni, which occurs 
so often in Persian words and equals Greek Evt, Russian N a, 
etc. Then follows the root bag- (baz-), to take part in, to share; 
hence in the Gathas, the oldest part of the Avesta, baga means 
share, lot, which in later Avestic poems becomes baglut.. In 
Achremenian inscriptions Baga [later Bagha] means God., a 
God (cf. Russian Bog. pronounced Bokh). In Sanskrit the root 
is bhaj and bhanj. It is found in Armenian also, in the form 
baZ, an impost, a tax; baZel, to tax; bazin, part, share; bazanel, 
to divide. If to ni-baz- we add the A vestic nOlm-ending -ana 
or -ana, we get nibazana, a gift, which in Aramaic would 'be 
written i1~i:l~. 

* The n ( )) of the Siloam inscription alphabet (circa 700 B.C.) is identi
cal with the b (':) ) of the Eg.-Aram. papyri. 
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17. Sarbal (Dan. iii, 21, 27) is doubtless the Avestic sara
'Vara*, literally" head-covering." In the Avesta itself the word 
means helmet. In later A vestic the word sa1'- in the dual number 
denotes the body, hence the word sarbal seems to have had several 
different meanings at different times. The LXX render it by 
avagvp,o€<;,t, tight trousers, and apparently also by {J7rOO~p,aTa. 
shoes. Its modern Persian form, corrupted into shalvar, means 
trousers. Herodotus (vii, 61, 62) says that the Persians and 
Medes in Xerxes' army wore trousers. But these private soldiers 
would not wear the same dress as did the learned men of Babylon. 
Regarding the Babylonians, Herodotus informs us (i, 195) that 
their long hair was bound round with tiaras* (which word has 
many significations in Greek), and gives other details of their 
dress. Theodotion uses the Persian word itself in Dan. iii, 21. 

18. Hamnii/ca; in Dan. v, 7, 16, 29, is variously read. The 
Kthib has Hamonlka, Hamonka, or Hamnoka; the QrI has 
Hamnika; this the LXX and Theodotion render by p,avu;'''1J<;'. 
The Syriac word is Hamnika, which in the Targums becomes 
Manik, probably shortened from the Greek. In the Talmud 
the forms Hamnikkii, Monyaq, mony'aq, and miinyaq occur. 
Polybius uses the Greek form of the word to denote the armlet or 
necklet (torques) worn by the Kelts. It has long been known that 
the word in Daniel means necklace, but what is its origin 1 The 
B.D.B. Hebrew Lexicon suggests that in its indefinite form 
the word in the text should be read Hamyanak, and that it is 
"a diminutive of the Persian Hamyan." But Hamyan is merely 
the modern Persian pronunciation of the Arabic Himyan, which 
is a genuine Arabic derivative from the Arabic root hama' (to 
fall, etc.), and means (1) a loincloth, (2) a girdle, (3) a purse 
hanging from the girdle. Now Arabic words taken into modern 
Persian only very rarely take the diminutive -ak, which seems 
much more recent as forming diminutives than even the "time 
of Alexander the Great." Moreover we lack the very slightest 
proof that Arabic vocables had won an entrance into Old Persian 

* In Vendidad XIV, § 9, the suravara is the turban of a charioteer, and 
so, perhaps, sarbu,l here. But there are two difficultie<l in the way of a 
Persian derivation of sarbal: (1) that b can hardly represent the Persian 
v; and (2) there is no l in Old Persian in either dialect, and the oP~Y way in 
which the second r in saravara can be accounted for changing into l is by 
supposing that the change was made to prevent the repetition of the r. 

t In some MSS. 
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and there formed diminutives. The derivation of the word, 
however, is quite clear. In Avestic we have a word 1na~m 
(Sanskrit'ma'(1i, a gem), an ornament, and especialy a necklace. 
In the Avesta "with a golden collar" (zarenu-mainish) is a term 
applied to a vulture. Combining this word maini in the sense 
of an ornament with the prefix ham (Sanskrit sam, Greek (1'UV, 

Latin cum) we have Hammaini in Avestic, which in Achremenian 
would be Hammani (written l1amani). With the -Ka termination 
(not in the diminutive sense) the Achremenian form of the word 
would be Ham(m)anika, a collection of gems, a necklace. Pro
bably, therefore, the QriformHamnika is correct, meaning" the 
neck-ornament." 

19. Tiplztaye. Most scholars until recently fancied that this 
word in Dan. iii, 2, 3, was due to a scribal blunder, and various 
conjectures were resorted to in order to correct it. Now, however, 
we know that the reading is correct, for the word occurs in line 
4 of Section B of the Strassburg papyrus, dated year 14 of 
Darius II CUngnad, pp. 8, 9), with only this difference that a 
yod is inserted after the initial consonant, making the syllable 
long, or at least fully written, and eonfirming the correctness of 
the traditional vocalisation of that syllable. The B.D.B. Lexicon 
does not attempt to explain its etymology, all attempts previously 
made being deemed erroneous. The meaning of the wOTd had 
been lost even before the LXX version of Daniel was made. -The 
Peshitta version merely transliterates the word with the change 
of a single letter. The word being Persian, it is evident that the 
second element in it is the vocable which in Achremenian is 
1Jati , lord, and in Avestic pait'i (in Sanskrit pati = Greek 71"6(1"<;'). 
The first part is ti, which is a shortened form of the particle ati 
(Achremenian), Avestic aiti, Sanskrit ati. Neither dialect of 
Old Persian actually affords an instance of the omission of the 
initial vO,wel in this word; but the particle itself occurs only 
once in the Achremenian inscriptions. In the cognate Armenian, 
however, several words are formed with this particle, and in 
every instance the initial vowel is los:). Thus we hav:e Ti-air 
(contracted ter) from (a)ti, over, and air, man; hence ter = lord; 
Ti-kin (= 'Yuv~), over-woman, lady; Ti-ezerlc'h "over-limits," 
the world, the universe. The particle ati does not lose its initial 
vowel in Sanskrit, nor is ati-pati found in that language; but 
words similarly compounded do occur, as, e.g., ati-raja, ati-stri, 
ati-manusha, Atind1'iya. Compounds similarly f0rmed with 
adhi, a prefix of similar meaning to ati, also occur: as AdM-pati 
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(ruler), adhiriijii, adhipurusha; so, too, with the preposition 
api (= Greek €7ri), only in this case t~e first vowel I~ often 
lost, as in pi-dM, pi-nah, pi-dribh. A.dh~ too often loses Its first 
vowel, as in dhi-shthita. 

20. Another undoubted Persian word is Nebrashta (Dan. v, 5). 
The first element here is ni-. Then the Avestic root briiz-, to 
shine = the Sanskrit bhriij with the same meaning. In A vestic 
the z becomes sh regularly before t; the participle would ~e 
briishta, or, ·with the prefixed ni-, nibriishta. In the AramaIC 
nebrashtii the final vowel is, of course, the d!)finite suffix. The 
Persian word would mean" illuminated," and hence the Biblical 
term would no doubt denote a lamp, a chandelier. 

21. The word Zeman is also most probably taken from the 
,Persian. In the Avesta we find Zrviin, time. The word has 
been adopted into all the main Semitic language~, the ~ being 
changed to m in Heb., Aram., Arab., Aeth., and mto b ill Syr., 
Sam., etc. (In modern Persian the word zama;n has been borrowed 
once more from the Arabic.) It occurs quite frequently in the 
Eg.-Aram. papyri. . ' 

Dr. Driver says that there are at least fifteen Per~Ian w?rd~ ill 
Daniel. We have found about twenty-one, and our investIgatIOn 
has shewn that they are undoubtedly Persian, though some of 
them have not previously been considered as certainly borrowed 
from that language, nor has their etymology been in every case 
previously established. 

It might seem that our examination has thus strengthened 
the argument against the antiquity of the book. But this is not 
so, as will be perceived when all the linguistic eviden?e is before us. 

Eduard Meyer* has shewn that the AramaIC documents 
contained in Ezra are to be held genuine. They would hardly 
be worth includina in his work by the historian were it otherwise. o . ' 
The part of Ezra which is in Aramaic is: Chapters IV, 8, to VI, 
18, and vii, 12 to 26, both inclusive. Even Dr. Oesterle)~ speaks 
of Ezra iv, 8, to vi, 18, as an "Extract from an AramaIC docu
ment" (Peake's Commenta1'Y on the Bible, p. 327). Now anyone 
who examines these portions of Ezra will perceive that the 
style aud language employed are the same as in the rest of the 
Aramaic part of the book. Dr. Oesterley states that" In so far 
as these sources" (those from which the earlier parts of Ezra-

* A hostile critic: in his Entstehttng des Judenthu1ns, Halle, 1896. 
Hommel, Die altiBTaelitische Uberliejerung, pp. 22 sqq. 
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Nehemiah are drawn) " are brought into connexion with the names 
of Persian kings, and assuming that this is correctly done, the 
dates of the kings in question will, of course, be the approximate 
dates of those parts of the book. So that the earliest portion 
will belong to the time of Cyrus, about 537, while the latest 
parts of the sources, the memoirs of Nehemiah, cannot have been 
written later than the end of the reign of .Artaxerxes, about 424 " 
(Op. cit., p. 325). He proceeds, however, to assert that the book 
"in its present form belongs to the Greek age, in an probability 
later than 300 B.O." He affirms this. however, not on philological 
but on historical grounds, because Josephus mentions a· High 
Priest Jaddua as living in the reign of Alexander the Great 
(Antiq. XI, vii, 2; viii, 7). We have nothing to do at present 
with this latter point, but only with the admission that at least 
part of the Aramaic is possibly of as early a date as 537 B.O. 

This is earlier than we should venture to claim for the Aramaic of 
Daniel, earlier than any of our Assouan-Elephantine papyri. 
If we accept Dr. Oesterley's statement as meaning this, then thm'e 
is philologically no reason for denying that the Book of Daniel may be 
genuine. At any rate the Egyptian Aramaic papyri bring us back 
to 494 B.O. (P.13489), or at least to 482 B.O. (Pp. 134 75 and 13493), 
and down to about B.O. 400, as has already been pointed out. 

Now those parts of the Aramaic sections in Ezra which are 
generally admitted to be genuine and long anterior to Alexander's 
time (332 B.O.), to say nothing of the date commonly accepted 
by the Higher Critics for the composition of Daniel (c. 167-5 B.O.); 

contain rather more Persian words, comparatively speaking, than 
does Daniel-certainly not less. So do the papyri. If Daniel 
had been composed in Alexandrian times in Palestine, we should 
have expected it, in consequence of the long continued influence 
of the Persian language, to have contained a larger Persian 
element by far than either the Aramaic of Ezra or that of the 
Egyptian papyri. Or, if not, it would certainly have absorbed 
into its vocabulary a considerable proportion of Greek terms. 
In nearly two centuries of Greek influence, it might at least 
have acquired more than two solitary Greek musical terms. But, 
if the critics are right, its rate of progress in Greek was remarkably 
slow. Not only Macaulay's but even our own schoolboys could 
beat it. Of course, our critical friends may reply that the pious 
forger of the book was clever enough to guard against any exten
sive use of Greek vocables, lest he should thereby be detected. 
What a strange thing it is, then, to find him so much of! his guard. 
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not only as to let himself be detected through the use of two quite 
unnecessary Greek words, but also to be oblivious to the fact that 
his use of some twenty PersiaJ;!. terms would render him liable to 
suspicion. On the other hand, we might say that the comparative 
smallness of the number of Persian words in Daniel, and the almost 
total absence of Greek, form a good argument in favour of the 
authenticity and genuineness of the book. 

It has been argued that there is an utter absence of Persian in 
the Babylonian tablets before the Persian acquisition of that 
country. If this were correct, and not merely comparatively So, 
it would not be a matter for surprise. Cuneiform Babylonian, 
as now known to us, was an old and long established literary 
language, which would admit foreign words only very gradually 
and with great reluctance. Aramaic was the lingua franca 
of the day, which, though reduced to writing long before, had not 
yet become the language of any considerable literature. Proper 
attention has not yet, to our lmowledge, been paid to this most 
important fact. Yet a parallel case may easily be cited. In 
China there is a considerable difference between the literary 
language written in the characters handed down by literary 
men for many hundreds of years and the vernacular of the 
various provinces. English and other foreign terms may effect 
an entrance into the spoken tongue, but it "will be far harder to 
acclimatise them in the literary tongue. Again, in vernacular 
Englishwefindit easy to speak and write of the Alake of Abbeokuta, 
the Sheikhs of Arabia, the Maliks of Baluchistan, the Mulliis 
(mad or otherwise) of the Soudan, the Shah of Persia, the Sultan 
of Turkey or of Egypt. But if we were writing in a classical tong~e 
like Latin or Greek, it would be hard to compel ourselves to adIDlt 
such words into our composition. JJatin in this case represents 
the classical cuneiform Assyrio-Babylonian tongue, while English, 
whether spoken at home or abroad, assumes the place of the 
Aramaic language commonly used by the foreign and trading 
community of the great city. The Aramaic dockets attached to 
cuneiform tablets found in Babylon long before Daniel's time 
attest this fact. 

It has been assumed that Persian words cannot have been used 
in Babylon until a considerable time had elapsed after the Persian 
supremacy had been established in that city. But this is by no 
means certain. The Babylonians had come into close contact 
with the Medes and Persians (who spoke dialects of one and the 
same language) hundreds of years before that time. Contact 
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had been established at least as early as Tiglath Piles er the First's 
days, for his inscriptions show that he overran the Iranian 
plate~u about lIOO B.C., while the inscriptions of Shalmaneser 
mentIOn the Mede? ~Madai) in the account of his expedition into 
the ~and of .Namn ill 837 B.C.. In 744 B.O. Tiglath Pileser IV 
carned captIve from MedIa to Calah no less than 60,500 prisoners, 
and multItudes more in 737 B.O. Nebuchadnezzar had among 
o~her wives .Amytis, daughter of Astyages (Ishtuvegu), the last 
king of Media. Others say he married the daughter of Cyaxares 
(Uvakhshatara), Astyages' father,-in either case a Median 
princess. This would cause close social and some commercial 
intercourse between the Iranians and the Babylonians. The 
result would be some effect on the main trading language of 
Babylonia, that is to say Aramaic. [In a lesser degree contact 
with the Greeks might introduce a few Greek words; for Crresus 
of Lydia (560 B.O.) was in alliance with Sparta as well as with 
Nabu-nahid, and he ruled certain important Greek cities in Asia 
Minor. We are apt to Imderrate early Greek influence in" Asia 
as well as in Egypt. Greek mercenaries were in Nubia as early 
as 660 B.O. * Were there no Greeks in Babylonia before Alexan
der 1. Sardes fell in 546 B.O. Herodotus found no difficulty in 
reachmg Babylon about 450 B.O.t and in making himself Imder
stood by means of interpreters. It is not the large number 
(only two), but the small number of Greek vocables in Daniel 
which surprises us.] 

It has been said that in Daniel there is an anachronism in the 
use of so many Persian titles of Court and State officials in 
references to the time of Nebuchadnezzar, before such Persian 
officials could have existed at the Babylonian Court. It is true 
that in chapter iii, 2, 3, out qf seven such titles five are Persian. 
This. ca~ot represent the actual fact. That is to say, these 
PerSIan tItles must have come into use in ~<\.ramaic after the 
Persian domination had begun. But it must not be concluded 
therefor~, that a long time must necessarily have elapsed betwee~ 
the PerSIan conquest and the composition of the book. When 
England received the Mandate fo+ MesopotaInia, it was not found 
I>.ossible in every instan~e.to exp~ess exactly in Arabic the precise 
tItles assumed by the BrItIsh offiCIals. It was not only convenient 
but necessary to introduce certain English terms. This was. 

* Under Psammetichus, 664-610 B.O. 

t He was born between 490 and 480 B.O., and lived to about 425 B.C. 
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important, too, in order to ~stinguish, say, the Englis~ Judge 
from a native Qa~li, an Enghsh Paymaster from a natIve one. 
The difference was real from several points of view. Nor did 
it take a considerable number of years before the natives of the 
country learnt to use the fo.reign terms. Somewh~t si~larly 
the Babvlonians would speedily learn to apply PersIan tItles to 
Persian ~fficials. At least the Jews in Babylonia would feel no 
prejudice against applying the ne~ terms so~n after ~he estab
lishment of Persian rule to certam Babylonul.U offiCIals, when 
speaking of them a v.ery few years la~er in Aramaic. It was, 
no doubt, an anachroillsm, yet not one difficult to make allowance 
for. It implies, doubtless, that Daniel composed the book, even 
the earlier part of it, after the capture of Baby~on ?y Cyrus. 
But this is not strange, for the capture of the CIty ~s recorded 
in the book. We do not know how long afterwards Daniel 
continued to survive, but a few years would suffice. As it is 
not likely that he spent all the rest of his life in Babylon, but was 
probably found useful elsewhere, perhaps at Susa (Shushan), 
where he had been before, his Aramaic !night easily adopt a few 
Persian terms in everyday use at the Persian court at Susa, and 
very soon, probably, at Babylon too. . 

Dr. Driver urges that" The numerous contract-tablets which 
have come down to us from the age of Nebuchadnezzar and his 
successors, and which represent the everyday language of com
merciallife, show no traces of Persian influence; and if the lan
guage of Babylonia was nninfluenced by Persia, that of Israe1 
would be far less likely to be so influenced." (Daniel, Introduc
tion, pp. lvii, lviii.) This argument, however, is quite fallacious. 
For the fact that the Babylonian contract-tablets are in Baby
lonian, the legal and classical langua&e, not. in the Arama:ic 
lingua franca, makes the above eompanson unJust and unsa~ls
factory. Moreover, it is not correct to say that even class.ICal 
Babylonian was in its vocabulary unaffected by PerSIan. 
Even before the Persian conquest some few words from 
that language had possibly been borrowed [for examp1~, 
the Dati (also dit-M, diti) already referred to]. Though thiS 
word may possibly not be Persian, yet there can be no doubt 
about certain others. In a tablet of Cambyses' sixth year, lines 
1 6 9 12 and 18 we find the word Pard'iSU, for example. 
Although Professor'Sayce tells us that the Babylonian scribes 
tried to derive it from a Babylonian source as if it were Par-esu 
(Sayce, Rel. of Eg. and Bab., p. 272), yet it is the Avestic 
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Pairidcteza, an enclosure walled round, from pairi (= Gk. WEpt) 
and the root daeza, to wan in, the whole denoting a park: becoming 
in Greek 7TapaOEtITO". (Strassmeier, Inschriften von Gyrus, 213, 
3: Amal ~tras sha pard'i8u, park-keeper.) Again the Persian 
measure which in Greek became fLpTa(3'TJ, is mentioned as Artabu* 
(Strassmeier, op. oit., 316, 1 and 6). Another possiblet "trace 
of Persian influence" is the word Piru (also written Biru), which 
Tiglath Piles er Ill, Sennacherib, and Sargon use in their in
scriptions (vide Muss-Arnolt, Ass. Dict. s. v.). The word means 
elephant, and the terms shinni piri, ivory, mashak piri, elephants' 
hide, occur in the accounts of these kings' expeditions. But 
pint is perhaps from the Sanskrit word Pilu, elephant, so cl:!>lled 
from the supposed resemb1ance between that animal's ear and the 
leaf of a p'ilu-tree (Gareya Arborea or Salvadom Persica, Linn.). 
The word in Assvrian is also written Pil1J,. In this form it was 
derived from San~krit directly; but the other form P'iKu may have 
come through the Persian, for Persian had not the letter l in 
either the Achremenian or the A vestic dialect, changing that 
letter into r. It cannot be denied, even by the Higher Critics, 
that Sennacherib, Sargon, and Tiglath Pileser lived before the 
establishment of the Persian domination over Babylonia, yet 

- even into Assyrio-Babylonian cuneiform inscriptions some 
Persian words seem in their time to have made their way. The 
occurrence of a Persian word in an inscription of Cambyses proves 
the same thing, for the word must have already acquired a firm 
place in the Babylonian vocabulary or his scribe would not have 
used it. We have quoted on1y three Persian words in this 
connexion, but if Dr. Driver holds that the use of only two 
a.dInittedly Greek words in Daniel is sufficient to justify him in 
affirming that these two" Greek words demand a date aftE;lr the 
conquest of Palestine by Alexander the Great" for the composi
tion of the Book of Daniel, what shall we say of the occurrence of 
three Persian words in the Baby10nian Inscriptions ~ Do they 

* Having already assumed a Babylonian termination. 
t I say possible, and mention the word with some hesitation, because 

the word, explained in an Assyrian bilingual text as pronounced pint, is 
expressed by the compound ideograph .AM-SI; the reading of this 
ideograph was unknown till discovered by Prof. Pinches of the British 

-Museum. He says: "This carries the date of its introduction back to 
about 2000 B.C. The form pilu, if I remember rightly, is found later. 
As elephants were hunted near Haran, it seems more likely that piru was 
a native word, and not derived from the Sanskrit." 
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suffice to prove that the Persian conqu~st of Babyl~nia mu.at ha.ve 
taken place before the times of the kings named m the illscnp
tions from which we have quoted ~ If so, .we shall have t.o ask 
the critics to re-write the history of Assyna and Babylorua for 
us, as they have aheady so kindly done that of Israel and 
Judah. . D . 1 

It should be observed that the Persian words used ill arue 
belong in every case to the A?hl:"lD~enian rather tha.? to the 
Avestic fom1 of the tongue. This IS lJ;npo~tant. as. beanng upon 
the age of the book. The Achremeruan illscnp:lilons are .elated 
nearly as exactly as are the Ass0'7I'.m-EleI?hantille papyrI, for 
they bear the name of the king who. ill e~c~ illsta;nce commanded 
them to be inscribed. The extant illscrIptlOns gIve us, however, 
the knowledge of only a few hundred Ach~menian words. The 
Avestic vocabulary is much more extenSIvely known, for we 
find a large number of words in. the ~emains of the Avesta. 
We have often to refer to that dIalect ill order to supplement 
the defects in our scanty store of Achremenian vocab~es; but 
this must be done with care, because we are not certam of the 
exact date of the composition of the diffe:ent 'part~ of the work. 
There are also some differences of reading m dIfferent MSS., 
none of which is of great antiquity. T~a~~ion tells us a few 
slightly disquieting stories about the reVlsIO~ ~a~e lillder. the 
Sasanides. Yet the language of the Gathas IS, ill ItS esse~tI~ls, 
so little removed from that of the Rig Veda that its antIqUity 
needs no other demonstration. The other and more recent parts 
of the book, as we now have it, are evidently in the ~ame ~anguage, 
in a form much more ancient than the Pahiavi, III 'whICh alone 
certain traditions are preserved. Unfortunately, the A vesta 
deals exclusively with religion, and hence it omits all the part 
of the language which treated of secular matters. Therefore 
many words are absent which we should like to know. But 
as we know the grammar and composition of ~he langua~e 
fairly well, we are able oftentimes to ~etect PersIan wOl:,ds ill 
Aramaic that are not actually extant ill the A vesta or ill ~he 
Achremenian inscriptions. This enables us to state ~th 
certainty that not a few words in Daniel, ~zra, and ~he Egyptla;n 
papyri are Persian, and often to ascertaill appr~Xl~ately theu 
meaning. This muc~ it is. ne.ces.sary to explalll In order· .to 
anticipate some pOSSIble obJectIOns, though none such can anse 
with reference to two of the three Persian words which we have 
quoted from the Assyrio-Babylonian inscriptions. 
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It should be noted that the Avesta contains no Semitic 
~ords at. all, except the single term Tanura, an oven for baking, 
ill .Ve~didad VIII, 91. This is an additional pronf of its 
antIqUity. 

It i~ evide~t from the study of the Assouan-Elephantine 
AramaIC papyrI that they contain a large?' Persian element than 
does Dani~l. This must show that they were composed when 
a lonu,er t~me had elapsed between ~heir composition and the 
establishmen~ of the Persian dominion in West em Asia. But 
as the papyn.are dated, we are thereby taught that Daniel must 
have been wrItten at a date earlier than they. We must now, 
however, ;proceed to produce evidence of the existence of tills 
large P~rsIan ~lement in the papyri, as we have done in reference . 
to Da:.:uel~ ta~g nothing for granted. 

Begmnmg Wlt~ the papyri ~iven ~y Ungnad, and taking the 
words ge~erally ill the order ill whICh they occur in his little 
book, we illstance the following, including the Greek vocables :_ 

(1) 1'lV'''~, Aram. pI. of Pers. ka1'sha a certain weight 
( , , , 
= !,cpua ICopr]"£ov, Hesych.), root karsh, to draw, pour out, etc. ; 

eqUivalent to 10 shekels. 

(2) ~.n.,~'IV"': Avesti!3 Dushkeret, adj., evildoing, from d'ush-, 
prefix! ill, and kar-, to do, make (Skt. root kri-) ; here the Aram. 
word IS a noun, = an evil deed. 

(3) 1.,r,.,0, would befrataraka in Ach., from Fratara, comp. 
adJ. from root fra (Eng.fore), with noun-termination -ka' hence 
= "one more to. the fore," a foreman, hence a militar; com
mander of some Important grade. The superlative is Fratama 
Ach . .' fratema, Av., found in the pI. in the word O"r.l.n.,O i~ 
Damel, meaning nobles. . 

(4) l"'~ii ~ hom Av. han- (often ham, cf. Skt. sam-) together
r and root daez- to heap up, to dam up; hence in Aram. handez 

. must mean " surrounded, besieged." 
(5) 'l~: the word occurs in Daniel as azda, and is rendered 

"certain." (See der. given on p. 212.) 
(?) .~".n0".n: occurs i;n Dan. iii, 2, 3, the defective form, 

OIillttmg the first yod, beI~g there adopted, as it very often is in 
?ther words m the papyrI also. (See explanation of the word 
ill p. 217 above.) 

. (7) ':f'lV"~: from Ach. gausha,Av. gaosha, the ear, with affix 
-lea. Here title of some Persian official; in the Aram. in the 
pI. definite. With this title cf. what we are told about the 

Q 
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Persian official entitled the" King's ear," Plutarch ii, 522, E, 
also cf. Lucian" Adv. Indoct.," 23 ; so, too, the term the" King's 
eye," Herod. i, 114; Ar. Ach., 92; Aesch. Persae, 985. 

(8) O"i'~: the Av. ava-daesa, from ava, vonder, on the other 
side, and daesa a sign, indication; hence av'adaesa (Ed. Meyer), 
the word here used in Aram. means an intimation, direction, 
order. 

(9) pii~: Aram. pI. of Persian word which in Gk. becomes 
apTu/3"1 and in Bab. artabu, a Persian measure. Derivation 
perhaps Ach. arta, Av. ereta (Skt. 'fita), right, law, religious duty, 
and root pa, to protect. 

(10) i'I"l'tV'~: a word which occurs in Ezra iv, 7, 18, 23; 
v, 5; vii, 11, in both Heb. and Aram. passages. In Ezra the 
R.V. in v, 5, renders it "Answer." The B.D.B. Heb. Lexicon 
translates" letter," giving it as a Persian word (though noting 
Meyer's doubts), and suggesting the derivation from the root 
from which comes the modern Persian nivishteh (older nibishtah), 
"written." This derivation, however, is quite impossible. 
For the word taken from the Ach. pais, Av. paes, to colour, 
adorn, with prep. ni prefixed ni-paes; to write down, OCCurfl 
in Darius' inscriptions as nipishtam, written down, In£. 
nipishta.naiy. It is clear that the form nishtewan is not the 
same as nipishtam. The two Ach. verbs from which these two 
distinct words come both occur, strangely enough, in a passage 
in Darius' Besitiin Inscriptions, running thus: "Adam ni
yashtayam imam dipim nipishtanaiy," I bade write this tablet. 
The root of nishtcwan is really sta, to stand (Ach. and Av.; 
in Skt. stha), which, with the prefix ni becomes ni-shtii in Ach., 
ni-shtii in Av., and Ni-shthii in Skt. Its causative stem ni
shtaya occurs in the A~hremen. inscriptions, meaning "to 
cause to stand in," and hence to " appoint, enjoin, command." 
The past part. of the Skt. verb means fixed, firm, settled. The 
verbal adj. nislzthavat. (in one form nishthavan) means perfect, 
complete. In Av. the verbal would be nishtavant, and in one 
form nishtavan, just the word found in the Aram. (allowing, 
of course, for the fact that the vowels in Aram., as in Heb., 
are not due to the original text). The word occurs in P. 13480, 
line 3, as well as in Ezra. It means something enjoined, fixed, 
settled. It might denote " statement, report, document, 
memorial." It might assume the sense of "letter," only if 
used as the message of a superior, which Pereian politeness 
might express by a word strictly signifying a command, as at 
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the present day. The term in Ar f . 
~ggereth (Ezra V, 6), derived fro th a: o~ a _l~tter m ~zra is 
IS often found in the E A m e s,YrIan eg~rtu. This word 
Aramaic. The LXX r~~d ram .. parY:I, as well as ~ Biblical 
collector f This is a fa' er n.~shtewan by CPOpoAoryor;, tax
translato;s had of th fIr .speCImen of the lmowledge these 
Ezra. e orelgn words occurring in Daniel and 

(11) i:nn~: informant . t ill 
tion -kara I'n Old P . 'bm. e gence agent; the termina-. erSlan emg add d t agent· here it is add ' e 0 express the doer, 
(p. 225, No. 5). ed to the azd, or azda mentioned above 

(12) p : zan has been explained above p 213 
(13) iJI"li' fr A h :" 

charioteer or driv~r~wa;~n~::~r.a charIOt, hence rathakara, a 

In (14~ I"l~~~: Per~. niivapat, evidently meaning a ship-captain 
a ski; 'n:~~;!~ieadJA r;:eans, whhen applied to water, able to bea; 
Lat 'd Skt . c. I?-ust ave had the word niiv- = Gk 

. an . stem meanmg hi Th . ' ., 
pati, Av. paiti, master. asp. e termmation is Ach. 

fo~~) i:~~'~: the first element in the word is upa, near, etc., 
The Ar ., ~~., ~tc., and perhaps the root sar Av. to unite 
mate leattme:' woMr IS? en rknead with d instead of ,. f~r th~ penulti~ 

.... eanmg un own . 
(16 . 

th h) dd~~Oi1f: Hamdakara as a Persian word reminds us of 
e a a ar o. several passages in Aram. of Daniel. Tha 

words are Perslan seems clear, but the derivation and t ~b.e 
are unknown. ' meanmg 

(17) t~~: found in E d 1 . 
It was borrowed in As zra. an. ehsewhere, meanmg treasure. 
We find 1 synan m t e forms ganzu and gun"'u 

a so ~he compound ganzabaru, representing Old Persia~ 
g.anzabara, WhICh became (according to the usual rule of assimila.
tIOn) gazzabara, wrongly punctuated gizbar in Ezra vii 11 
c (~8) i.:J~O~tl : "commander," from Ach.Jramiinii ~o~and' 
f· _.kt. prama'f}a. (In modern Persian the word is J~rmiin ) , 

(19) I"li.:Jtl'~ : fr. upa, as above, and either root kar to ~k 
?r r?toht keret, to c~t; hence upa-ke'ret, to cut in cut to shapee: 
In el er case PerSIan. " 

(20) l'i~:1: from han = ham together and 1. A 
root dVan, to flv. ,~, pernaps v. 

. (21) iOtl~: 'Probably Persian, apasara. (It may be the word 
aJsar, found m modern Persian, meaning a crown.) 

Q2 

L 
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(22) ~:m~~nEJ: is the construct. pI. of iiOUlnt', whic~ looks 
like a Gk. word. Can the latter part be a corruptlOn of 
apT~f'Wv, topsail 1 , I 

(23) lOUl: pI. of Oto, which Levi derives ~rom Tag~" prob~b y 
not correctly. Brockelmann doubts ~hlS. He IS certainly 
wrong, however, in deriving the w.ord, l~ the sense .of a plate, 
dish, from modern Persian tasht, wIth whICh not a smgle letter 
corresponds. _ 2 

(24-)' '''~'l. I agree with Sachau that zarm7~ (P. 1349 , 
line 17) is the Gk. word apu€vu,OV, which. occurs u: the same 
form in Syriac also, and in modern P~rslan, TurkIsh, etc.,. as 
zarn'ik, zarn'iq, zarn'ikh, zarn'i. The va~lO~s methods of spelling 
and pronouncing the word show that It IS. bo-:rowed. I~ does 
not denote arsen·ic in the modern sense, for III ~reek It ~as 
applied to a paint, and hence suits ~he context, whICh deals w.lth 
shipbuilding. The document contallls a large number of PerSIan 
and Babvlonian words, shewing how much these languages had 
affected "Aramaic bv the date (413 B.c.) when the papyrus w~s 
written. A few G;eek words had also been. ado:pted. AramaIC 
had evidently the same tendenc! to adopt. foreIgn words then 
that it manifested in its later hlstory. ThIs was very natural 
in a commercial tongue. " 

(25) ~~''iV'~: the word occurs quite frequentl'y III the papyr~, 
a.lso in Ezra v, 5, 6. The meaning is not qUlte clea,r, but It 
does not mean" a wall," as generally rendered. N?r, perhaps, 
does it mean forecourt, as others suggest .. It occurs III P. ,13492, 
lines 5, 9, 21, as also, e.g., in P. 13495, line 11. S?rne ~uggest 
a Bab. etymology, which seems dou?tful. ~osSlbly It may 
be Persian, from some word cognate WIth Skt. 8ara~a, a refuge, 
sanctuary. . h 

(26) O'D'liEJ, also written lO'EJnEJ.: eVldently from t e. root 
which in Av. is fras, to ask, to enqUlre. In course of conJug~
tion the stems peres, peresa, parsa, etc., occur. The ver~ IS 
used in Ach. too, and in the Gathas. As a nounfrasa, a.questlOn, 
occurs in the Gathas. With the prefixed prep. pat~ (= Av. 
pait?:, Skt. prati, Gk. 7TOTt" 7TP0<;),= to ask, to seek.out; to r~ad; 
patiparsiihy, thou readest, ~ehist~ I~scr. IV, 8. :r:ence_,pa.t~p~rs 
here means an enquiry, lllvestlgatlOn, an~ patLparS-'bn IS Its 
Aram. pI. masc. Of. Skt. pra~ipr,-!,8rw, enq,mry. . , 

(27) ,nno is the Gk. UTaT'T}p : It occurs III ~ss. (lll Artaxerx~s 
time) as istatiru (Hilprecht,.Bab. Exp. of Umv. of Pennsylvama, 
S · A V· 01 IX) Persian words too occur there, such as enes .':l., . . 
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databari, 'Ustarbm-i, uzbal'ra, pitipabaga, etc. Herodotus tells us 
that Gyges of Lydia struck coins about the seventh century B.C. 

These were used in Babylonia and Persia. Specimens exist of 
staters struck in Sidon bearing a Persian king in a chariot. 
The Greek word here quoted from P. 13468, line 12, occurs also in 
P. 13476, line 4. 

(28) l'n~; P. 13490, lines 8, 9, 13: evidently the Ionic 
Gk. ,,£~wv , Attic X£TWV. Herodotus says the Persians and 
Medes III Xerxes' army Wore chitons (Herod. vii, 61, 62). 

(29) ~EJ"JiEJ: the Av. paiti-pa (like Skt. prat'ipa) means 
" against the current"; in Skt. comes the sense of " adversary." 

(30) i'.:l":l~: vocalisation perhaps abigadan or abigeden, 
from Ach. abi, Av. aiw-i, aivi, against, and root gad, to ask, 
demand, is from the context = to penalty fixed for breach of 
agreement. That the Persian element in Aram. in the papyri, 
(as in Biblical Aram.) is in the Achremenian dialect is clear from, 
e:g., the Ach. abi in contrast with the Avestic aiw'i, aivi (P.13466, 
line 6). 

(31) Ji""jjj: from Ban, ham, together, and Gaetha, family, 
Av., of the same family, relative. . 

(32) ~i':l~jj: from han and baga, Ach., bagha; Av. share, 
lot, or baghii, part, portion, hence the word means partner. 
The sense is clear also from the equivalent genuine Aram. phrase 
in line 5: "Bar If wa barah H, akh wa akhah If, qarlb wa 
rakhfq "; a son of mine and a daughter of mine, a brother 
and sister of mine, a relative and a stranger. (The use of qof 
to represent the sound of gh, called ghain in Arabic, is note
worthy, because (1) in the single Aram. verse in Jeremiah x, 11, 
we find the word for earth* written both ~i'''~ a;nd ~J.'''~; and 
(2) in Persia to the present day the same letters are sometimes 
inte~changed with one anqther. E.g., aghii and iiqa have to a 
PerSIan ear the same sOlmd, though not in Arabic. (Na.tive 
Persian scholars have assured me that they can detect no 
difference in the sounds of q and gh in Persian.) 

(~3) p.,EJi: whatever the word may mean, it seems to be 
denved from Av. zafar, mouth (of a demonic being), and gan, 
to smite, slay. (Probably name of a grain.) 

In the language of Daniel (and Ezra), besides the Persian 
words which we have commented on, there is a small number 

* So, too, in Eg.-Aram. papyri. 
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of Babylonian terms. The same fact is true of these papyri. 
It may be well to give a few examples from Bi.blical sources 
first, and then from these papyri, in order to show that no dis
tinction can be found in this linguistic point between the two 
series of documents. 

Omitting for the present the Assyrio-Babylonian proper 
names, such as Arioch, Meshak, Shadrak, Abed-Nego, besides 
those of Kings Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar, and Daniel's 
own appellation Belteshazzar, all of which will require notice 
later, we proceed to give a list of a number of words in Daniel 
borrowed from Babylonian :-

(1) ~W~: Ashaph, from Bab. Ashshapu, ashapu (ashipu, 
ishipu), an enchanter, diviner; from ashapu, to bewitch, divine. 

(2) 1~l'1~: Attiin: from Bab. utuuu, atinu, hearth, fireplace, 
furnace. 

(3) ~t,J.: Belo: Bab. biltu, tribute, tax, from Abalu, to carry. 
The suggested derivation from the Persian root bar-, to bear, 
carry, is not possible, for Old Persian in neither dialect possessed 
the letter l. If, as Meyer states, there is a Persian word bara, 
in Bab., this is an additional example of the fact that even 
Cuneiform Babylonian was not quite inaccessible to ·the influence 
of Persian. 

(4) S.:J'Il: Heykal, temple, palace; Bab. (H)ekalu, from 
Sumerian E, house, and gal, great. 

(5) ~'l: Bab. zImu, features, face; appearance, splendour. 
(6) l'1~:J.:J: Bab. kinatu, servants; associates, companions. 
(7) ~z,J.-'.:J: Bab. karballatu, name of some article of clothing, 

according to Andreas and Meissner a cap; Oppert compares 
/Cvp{3acT£<;, a helmet (Herod. vii, 64). 

(8) -,:!tZ,O: Bab. ma~~aru for man~aru, from root na~aru, to 
guard, watch (bhe inf. of verb used in last element of name 
Nebuchadnezzar (Nabiu-kudurri-u§1ur). The change of n to l 
is quite common in such circumstances in Aram. 

(9) ~t,':J: Bab. nawalu, namalu (Jensen), ruins; (Muss-Arn.) 
reeds; property, gain; power; perhaps the phrase in Dan. 
means to confiscate to the Royal treasury. The root in latter 
sense is amalu, to be strong; in the other, to work (Arab. J...c). 

(10) jll:J : Bab. nazaqu, to suffer injury. 
(11) t,m:J : Bab. natalu, to look, look up. 
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(12) pO: Bab. sagnu, Ass. Shaknu, deputy, prefect. 
governor; root sbakanu, to put, place, set; do, make. 

(13) py: Bab. adannu, fixed, appointed; stated time: 
(14) 'oy: perhaps from Bab. upu, cloud' apu, reed; foliage 

in Dan. iv, 9, 11, 18. ' 

(15) nno: Bab. pakhatu, prefecture; pikhatu, satrap; 
root pikhu, to control, command. 

(16) -,no: Bab. pakhkharu, a potter. 
(17) t,~W: not. from Ass. Shigreti, "harem-women" (Haupt), 

but from Sumel'lan ushum-gallu (so in Ass. form), usM-gal, 
~rom ~£sh, serpent, a~d gal, great (cf. Egyptian uraeus, placed 

. III effigy on Pharaoh s head*): [or froin esh, house, and gal, 
great house, palace, hence monarch (c]. Pharaoh (per and 'aa, 
~reat dOll?le house, monarch).] Whichever the etymology, 
ID Ass.-Bao. ushum-gallu means" vehement, sovereirn serpent 
dr "(H I . I:> , , 'agon omme ,t Jensen, PIllches, Muss-Arnolt). Hence 
the etymology seems clear. The word she gal, introduced into 
Heb. and Aram. assumed the meaning of " Feminine monarch," 
hence "Queen consort." So ill modern Persian the word 
khanum(in Turkish literally "my lord ")has come to mean "lady." 

(18) J.t.'W : from Bab. Sh~"Zzubu, to deliver, save, Shaphel of 
Ezeb~t, to leave, forsake, cease. 

(19) ~':!t''I.V': from Bab. shul)u, Shaphel of al)u, to come out, 
go out, Heb. ~~': hence shev§1ey means to complete end 
finish. J.' , 

These are the principal Babylonian (Assyrian) words used in 
Daniel. There are also a few words of unknown origin and 
meaning, to wit :-Pet.ish, Dakhawan, and the proper name 
Ashpenaz. (We omit the Greek words (J"vp.q)(JJv{a, 1fraXT~ptov 
and KtBapt<;.) Taking these in the above order, we have (with 
suffix of 3rd pI.) in the Kthlb both pattisheyhOn and ptisheyhOn ; 
in the Qri ptsbeyhOn, which is used in some MSS. in both Kthlb 
and QrL The LXX render (perhaps) by tiaras, Theodotion 
by leggings. Evidently the meaning was unknown to both, as 
it still is. The etymology is not known. Nor is this surprising, 

* Dr. Pinches doubts this etymology because of the accent falling on 
the first syllable of ushum gallu. -

t The word '~t::f occurs several times in Cooke's Glossary of Aramaic 
Inscriptions. Vide Hommel's Smnerisohe LeseSt'iicke, p. 127. 
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as doubtless words were adopted from ElaInitic and other 
tongues then spoken, but of which we possess only a very few 
words (Dan. iii, 21). The term evidently means some kind of 
garment. Possibly the LXX conjectured its derivation from 
the Gk. 7r€Tarror;. Dakhawan (Dan. vi, 19) is not translated by 
the LXX, but Theodotion renders Eo~rr",aTa, possibly by con
jecture, as the same verse says that Darius was fasting. Possibly 
it is from an tillknown Persian word, as in Armenian we find 
a word in the pI., dab,amounk'h, meaning meat offerings, obla
tions. The sing. would be daham, which corresponds with the 
Aram. word in the text, if we take the W for the 1n, as in 
Sumerian the two sounds were not distinguished from one 
another. If this conjecture be correct, the word must have been 
taken into Sumerian from Armenian and thence into Assyrio
Babylonian before being adopted into Aramaic. Or both 
Aramaic and Armenian may have taken it independently from 
Sumerian. But it may be genuine Armenian from the root 
which in Av. is dag, and from which in Av. comes dakhma, 
a burning-ground for dead bodies. The root means to burn, 
in Av., and in Skt. (dah), and hence mcty have meant to cook, 
in Armenian. Against this, however, it must be said that no 
root of the word has been detected in Armenian, so it is probably 
a word introduced into that tongue, possibly from the Persian. 
Jerome follows Theodotion's conjecture, rendering the term by 
cibi. The name Ashpenaz (Dan. i, 3) is apparently from some 
language now lillknOwn. Nor is it strange that such should be 
the case. In the Aram. papyri there are many such names, most 
of them probably Egyptian, but it should be observed as negative 
evidence in favour of the authenticity of Daniel that no Egyptian 
name occurs in it. As Ashpenaz is called" chief ofthe eunuchs," 
the probability of his having a foreign name, unless (as in other 
cases) he had been given a Babylonian one, is not remote. 

Turning now to the Egypto-Aramaic papyri, we find in them 
a. considerable number of Egyptian, Persian, and Babylonian 
proper names, and a number of Babylonian words. Omitting 
the Egyptian element, we may mention the following as a few 
among those of Persian origin :-

Amudath, Bagafrana, Arshama, Napayan, Mithradath, Art
aban, Bagabakhsha, and Ashyadath. Of Babylonian names 
are the following :-Nusku-idri, Ataidri, Mannu-ki, Nabu
kuduri., Bel-bani-, Ishum-kuduri-. It will be noticed that several 
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of ~hese are given in a contracted form, the final element being 
onlltted. The same thing still occurs in colloquial Arabic, 
where we hear 'Ab dui for 'Abdu'llah, Bii-Mahmad for Abii
Mul;1ammad, etc. This renders it possible to s";'spect the same 
system to be the explanation of something siInilar in the few 
Babylonian names in Daniel, as we shall soon point out. 

Among common nouns derived from Babylonian we have 
t~e following, as well as others, in the papyri :-Eru, and Erzu, 
kinds of cedar-tree; +appu, breadth, coping (of wood); khinnu, 
part of a ship; kitinnu, cotton; khalluru, a small part of a 
shekel; babu, gate, door; rubii, interest on money; appiinii.
(ma), to the utmost; She'u, one one-hlilldred-and-eightieth 
part of a shekel; dlnu u dababu, jUdgment and speech; etc. 
Others doubtless occur which are not recognizable through the 
fragmentary nature of the papyri; but the Babylonian element 
in the language of the papyri seems to be slighter than in Daniel. 
Were Daniel later than the papyri, one would expect the con
trary to be the case, as the Babylonian words would tend to 
become fewer with the length of ti'me that had elapsed since the 
departure of the Jews from Babylon. 

If the Higher Oritics are right in assigning a very late date to 
Daniel, then, remembering the free way in which the book 
adInits the adoption of Persian official titles, it is astounding 
that we utterly fail to find in it a single Greek official title. The 
Assouan-Elephantine papyri, too, exhibit the same phenomenon. 
This is natutal, because their dates show that they were com
posed long before the Macedonian conquest of Palestine and 
Egypt. Is the explanation of the oInission of Greek titles in 
Daniel due to the fact that the book was written long before 
the same event 1 What other explanation can be offered 1 
If the author, writing (according to the critics) about 167-165 
B.O., was careless enough to betray himself by using Persian 
titles, is it not strange that he was so clever as to see that the 
employment of Greek titles must be avoided for fear of disclosing 
the fraud 1 

Some critics still venture to affirm that the occurrence of the 
, word " Aramaic" in Dan. ii, 4, iInplies that the writer of the 

book was of opinion that Aramaic was then the vernacular of 
Babylon! This is obviously an impossible explanation of the 
word; for, even about 167-165 B.O., the supposed date of the 
book (according to the Higher Oritical hypothesis), the Baby
Ionian tongue was still spoken there, and the assumed Palestinian 
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forger cannot have been so ignorant as not to have known the 
fact. But, apart from this, the writer of Daniel represent~ all 
the persons mentioned in the book [with the obvious exceptlOns 
of Ashpenaz, Cyrus, Darius the Mede, and Xerxes (Ahashuerus)) 
as having in Babylon not Aramaic but Babylonian names con
ferred upon them. Thus the names there given to Daniel 
himself and his companions (Belteshazzar, Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abed-nego) are in no case Aramaic, th?ugh th~ir original 
names were quite intelligible to an AramaIC-speaking people, 
such as some critics still imagine the author of the book to 
fancy the Babylonians to have been. It is w0r:th while ~o stu~y 
these Babylonian names bestowed on foreIgn captIves, m 
accordance with what Hilprecht (ut supra, vol. ix, p. 28) 
remarks: "That captives and slaves, without regard to their 
former position and nationality, as a rule received a new name 
from their Babylonian masters is illustrated by the large num?er 
of slaves with pure Babylonian names in the Neo-Babyloman 
contracts." 

Nebuchadnezzar, in Dan. iv, 8, speaks of Daniel's Babylonian 
name, Belteshazzar, as being" according to the name of" his 
" God." Dr. Driver (Oamb. Bible f01' Schools, etc., p. 48) 
kindly explains this by saying: "Viz. Bel.* The Be~ in 
Belteshazzar is not really the name of the god but, as explamed 
on I, 7, is part of the word balatsu, his life; but it may be only 
an a~sonance which the king is represented as expressing," etc. 

We are constantly struck with the gracious condescension 
with which our Higher Critics correct the "blunders" of the 
Biblical writers, as in this instance, and make· allowances for 
their ignorance of their own and other tongues, which our critics, 
of course, know so much better! But here (and elsewhere) 
the ignorance is not that of the Biblical wri~er but that of 
the critic. The name Belteshazzart (Mu)-ballit-shar-usur (cf. 

* Though the LXX confound the names Belshazzar and Beltes~azzar 
with one another, and write BaAralTap for both, the former occurg m the 
inscriptions as Bel.shar.u~ur, "May Bel protect the King." In this 
name, though not in Belteshazzar. Bel is the first element. 

t Dr. Pinches, however, says: "The form Mu.ballit·s~r.u~~ ?oes not 
sound right." He suggests that Belet·shazzar (the MassoretlC pomtmg) may 
"possibly be for [Nabu.] bele~sh·a~~ar, or (perhaps better) [Bel.]beletsh. 
asar, i.e., ' Nebo (or Bel), protect thou his life.' This may have been 
st;m further shortened to Balatsu or Balatu, of which there are many 
examples in late Babylonian contracts." . 
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Belshazzar, i.e. Bel-shar-u~ur) means" May the Life-giver pre
serve the king." Mu-ballit (participle act. of the Piel of balatu, 
to live), is a frequently used title of Merodach (Maruduku), who 
was the god specially honoured by N ebuchadnezzar. This is 
clear from the names he gave hiE! sons, Marduk-nadin-akhi, 
Marduk-shum-u~ur, and Awel -Marduk (Evil-Merodach) (vide 
Dr. Pinches' paper, "Babylon in the Days of Nebuchadnezzar," 
Journal of Vict. Inst., vo!. lii, pp. 199-208). He speaks of 
Merodach with deep devotion, as, e.g., in the following passage: 
" Merodach, all-knowing lord of the gods, glorious prince, thou 
hast created me and conferred upon me the soyereignty of 
multitudes of men." Merodach was the great patron-god of 
Babylon, the seat of his worship. The magnificent temple of 
E-Sag-ila was dedicated· to him. Even Cyrus represents 
Merodach as seating him on the throne of Babylon. The omis
sion of the first syllable of the long name, Mu-ballit-shar-u~ur, 
is in accordance with the custom of contracting such names, 
as already e2l..--plained, and as illustrated in the contraction of 
shar-Wjur into shazzar in Belshazzar. So Nebuchadnezzar was 
right in speaking of Daniel's Babylonian name as being in 
accordance with" the name of his god." 

Shadrach* (8hudur-aku) means the "Oommand of Aku," 
the Moon-god; Meshach is Me-sha-aku, = Who is what AIm is 1 
(cf. examples of me, who 1, used in place of the ·usual mannu, 
in Muss-Arnolt, p. 503); and Abed-nego is either a purposely 
made Jewish corruption of the actually occurring Abdu-Nabu 
(cf. Ish-Bosheth for Ish-Baal in the Old Testament), or, less 
probably, a textual corruption of Abed-Nanna, Nanna being a 
well-known Babylonian goddess. In these names the Divine 
name of the Hebrew appellationE! of the captives is replaced 
by that of a Babylonian deity. 

The names given to these men in Babylon are so distinctly 
not Aramaic that it is quite evident that the writer did not fancy 
or seek to imply that the latter tongue was then the ordinary 
language of the country. His use of Babylonian, on the contrary, 
proves that he knew and was convinced that Aramaic was 
recognised by his readers as not being the language of Babylon. 
Why, therefore, is this part of the book composed in Aramaic 1 

* Dr. Pinches says: "Shadrach and Meshach remain for me puzzles, 
as their names do not occur in the inscriptions, and theorising about them 
is unsafe." 
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It is hardly possible to answer this question with any certainty, 
nor is it necessary. The theories on the subject are many. 
Paul Haupt, while saying, "I cannot believe that the author 
regarded Biblical Aramaic as the language of Babylonia," 
assumes that the book was originally written all in Hebrew, 
and that a certain part being afterwards lost was replaced from 
an Aramaic version made by the author soon after u)1'iting the 
original. * (Polychrome Bible, sub loco.) That the Aramaic. 
part was by the author is not at all a strange supposition, for 
it was customary, at least in Darius' time, to publish versions 
in several languages, all with the same authority, as the different 
versions of Darius' inscriptions at Besitiin show. Not a few 
modern commentators agree in Paul Haupt's suggestion, so 
we need not say anything more on the point. He may be right, 
too, in holding that the word "Aramaic" in Dan. 'ii, 4, is a 
"later addition to mark the beginning of the Aramaic 
sections." 

It may be well to call attention, in connexion wHh Babylonian 
proper names, to a casual remark of Dr. Driver's about Nebu
chadnezzar's name as given in Daniel. He writes: "Daniel 
himself, also, it is probable, would not (unlike both Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel) have uniformly written the name Nebuchadnezzar 
incorrectly." (Daniel, Introd., p. lxii.) A slight degree of 
care in examining the text of Daniel would have prevented 
Dr. Driver from using this argument against the genuineness 
of the book, for Ginsburg's edition of the Hebrew Bible in I, 1, 
and in several other places, gives various readings of the king's 
name, and shows that some MSS. have Nebuchad1'ezzar, as in 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. But the objection has not much weight 
in any case, for a modern English writer could not be condemned 
for writing of the Kaiser as "William," though called in Berlin 
" Wilhelm·"t 

* Such things still occur. For instance, after writing my book entitled 
Yaniibi' 1t'l Islam in Persian, I not long afterwards translated it into 
English (with modifications), and published it in both languages. I 
mention this to show that Raupt's suggestion is not a.n unlikely onEl. 

t Or again a Latin writer about a certain important period of Spanish 
history could· not be accused of ignorance if he used the form Boabdj:lus for 

the monarch whom Arabic writers entitle AM 'Abdi-'llah (~§\ .l~" Jl'). 
In all such cases the popular form would be used in any language but the 
monarch's own. 
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We can hardly consider the expression "the Great Sea" 
(Dan. vii, 2) as a proper name, though the Mediterranean is 
so called iu Joshua i, 4, etc. But in any case the expression 
is in Babylonian applied to both the Persian Gulf and the 
Mediterranean. The former is more fully described as "the 
great sea of the going forth of the sun" (Tiamtwn rabUum sha 
$it shanshi, Sennacherib, Taylor Cylinder, IV, 24, and Sch. 
K.A.T., p. 140, bis, also called tamtim shapltti sha {jet slzamshi, 
the Lower Sea of the sun's going forth), and the latter as " the 
Upper Sea of the setting of the Sun" (Tam.tim elenttu sha shalam 
shamshi), and" the Great Sea of the Amorite land" (K.A.T., 
pp. 91, 157, 140). 

There are various other Babylonianisms in Daniel, apart from 
Babylonian words already dealt with. For instance, '" im 
leylya" (Dan. vii, 2), with the night, i.e., at night, during the 
night, is like the Assyrio-Babylonian itti balti, with (i.e., during) 
life (Muss~Arnolt, p. 127). This is accounted for by what we 
contend was the place of the composition of the book. 

n. 
We now proceed to deal with the Grammar of Biblical Aramaic 

as compared with that of the Aramaic papyri. Referring to 
this subject in general, Eduard Sachau says: "The language 
in which they" (i.e. the Egyptian Aramaic papyri) "are 
written is in all essential parts identical with that of the Aramaic 
chapters in the books of Ezra and Daniel, and their phraseology 
affords close points of contact with that of the official documents 
in the Book of Ezra."* 

This testimony is true, as every student of the subject will 
admit. 

There is only one point in which a slight exception has been 
detected, viz., that the relative pronoun in Daniel and Ezra 
(in fact, in all Biblical Aramaic) is uniformly DJ, whereas in 
the papyri it is usually ZI, as is the case also in the short Aramaic 
inscriptions found in Nineveh and Babylon, as well as in Cilicia, 

* "Die Sprachc, in der sie geschrieben sind, ist in alIen wesentlichen 
Stiichen irlentisch mit derjenigen der aramiiischen Kapitel in den Biichern 
Esra und Daniel, und ihre Phraseologie bietet nahe Beri'thrungen mit der
jenigen der amtlichen Ul'kunden im Esrabuch" (Drei aramiiische Pap., 
p. 3). 
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Tema, Egypt, and some other places. Dr. Driver, ho:we;;er, 
makes far too much of this matter when he styles It .A 
particularly clear indication that the .Aramaic of Daniel was 
not that spoken in Babylon in the fifth century B.O." (Da~., 
Introduction, p. Ix). The fact is that, though (as we have saId) 
ZI is generally used in these papyri, it is not always employ?d. 
The same may be said with reference to the demonstratIve 
pronoun, which in Daniel and Biblical .Aramaic. in general is 
dek, dikken, m. ; dak, J. ; denah, com., da,J. ; but in Egyptian and 
Cappadocian .Aramaic zek, m. ; deka, dekI,J. ; zenah, zenak, com. 
Dr. Driver holds that the difference is distinctive as shewing 
that (1) the forms with a Z are older than those in D, and. (2) 
that they are Palestinian, whereas those with Z are Babyloman. 
Hence he thinks the Book of Daniel cannot have been composed 
anywhere but in Palestine, nor can it belong to an early date. 
But the papyri, when carefully studied, seem to me to refute 
the second conclusion and seriously to modify the first. For 
wefindfol'ms in D here and there in the papyri, as :-In P. 13478, 
line 9, and in P. 13491, line 23, we have deniih; and in P. 27198, 
lines 7, 11, 16 (dated 10th of the month Mesere, = 3rd of 
Chisleu, in the nineteenth year of King .Artaxerxes, i.e., 446 B.O) 
dilak'i is used, not z'ilaki (Cowley and Sayce, Aramaic Papyn 
f1'om Assouan, pp. 40, 41). In a papyrus dated thirteenth of 
.Ab, in the twenty-fifth year of .Artaxerxes (440 B.O.), fragments 
6 and 9 respectively, dekii and dekI occur. The B.D.B. :S:ebrew 
Lexicon itself admits this. Hence it follows that at the tlille of 
the writing of these papyri, which were not written in Palestine, 
nor in the Macedonian period, both the forms in Z and those in 
D were in use. But the difference between the two forms was 
this, that the Z form represents the older way of writing such 
words, and was generally retained in writing long after the D 
form had taken its place in ordinary speech. The tendency 
was for the latter gradually to win its way into writing also. 
But we are dealing not with two dialects, but merely with the 
older and the later way of writing. There can be no doubt 
at all as to the relative antiquity of the Z and D forms, as in the 
.Assyrian and Babylonian dockets in .Aramaic affixed to Cunei
form documents the D never occurs, only the Z form. Hence 
we may grant that, if genuine, the Book of Daniel must ha,:e 
originally had the Z, not as at present the D forms. But It 
would be a natural thing to adopt the D forms throughout the 
book, instead of the older method of spelling, when the older 
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had gone completely out of use. That a later, but unsuccessful, 
attempt to bring the spelling up to date was made with reference 
to other words also is clear from the fact that the QrI is much 
nearer to the spelling of the Targums than the KthIb. Not a 
page of Ginsburg's edition of the text is destitute of examples 
of this. But in this later revision the text was not altered, only 
the pronunciation. The change of the Z forms into those 
in D must have been made much earlier. 

To shew the error of Driver's contention that the use of the D 
forms in Daniel proves its composition to be late, it is enough to 
urge two other considerations. One is that the D forms are in the 
present text used throughout all Biblical .Aramaic, and yet 
it is admitted fairly generally that the historical documents in 
Ezra-Nehemiah are genuine. If the D versus Z argument fails 
here, and is admitted to be of no validity, the same applies to 
Daniel too. The other matter of importance is to note Eduard 
Sachau's change of mind as to the time when the alteration in 
the pronunciation of .Aramaic introduced the D forms into the 
spelling. He writes: "The transition in .Aramaic from the 
oldest to the younger sound-duration is thus prepared for, not 
in the age of .Alexander, as I formerly assumed, . . . but, on 
the contrary, as early as the middle of the time of the .Achre
menides" (op. cit., p. 35). It is right that such a distinguished 
German Orientalist should thus frankly admit that he was 
mistaken in fancying that it was in the Alexandrian period 
that the D forms gradually took the place of those in Z, whereas 
it is now evident that the change occurred much earlier. But 
his admission confutes Dr. Driver's contention that Daniel 
could not have been written in Babylon or in a period earlier 
than the .Alexandrian. 

We may remark that it was not only in certain pronouns 
that the change of Z into D gradually took place in .Aramaic 
but in many nouns too. It is well known that one of the 
characteristic features in that language is its use of D where 
in Hebrew Z occurs. * But these Egyptian .Aramaic papyri 
introduce us to a period at which, though the D had come into 
the pronunciation very commonly, it had not yet been generally 
accepted in place of Z in writing. Sachau quotes the following 

* So, too, the change of 8h into t or th is characteristic of Aramaic. 
In P. 13491, line 5, dated 457 B.O., ~i'n occurs for the usual ~i'I:" 
Of. Dan. v, 25. 
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instances of the change in nouns, giving the. reference to hi:;; 
edition of three papyri, viz., ~n::l1~ in Il, lin~ 24; and Ill, 
line 3; also In::l1 in I, line 28. In P .. 13491, hne 9, the later 
form ::li1i, gold, occurs for the earlier ::lilt, so too else-
where. .. 

Anyone acquainted with the N ear Ea~t and the Se~tlC 
words used in the dialects of modern ArabIC and adopted mto 
modern Persian, Urdii, and Turkish, will find no diffi~ulty in 
understanding the change fro~ Z into D in. AramaIC. F~r 
instance, in the modern ArabIC vernacular dIalects of Syr~a 
and Palestine, while in one village the word for "mal~". IS 
pronounced Zeker, in another one hears. the pronunCl.atlO~ 
Deker, while the literary form of the word IS D7~aka:, whICh. IS 
still recognised as the correct way. o~ pronouncmg It. Agam, 
the classical Arabic word Dhii, Dhi, IS m some places pronounced 
Dzii DZl in others Zii, Zl. So the Classical Ha-dhihi (this, J.) 
is c~mm~nly changed in the vernacular of Syria into Dr, plac~ 
after instead of before its noun. The Arabic letter Dh (.,) : 
in form a dotted D) represents the transition between the older 
Z sound and the later D sound in Aramaic. Thus the earlier 
Z was often doubtless pronounced Dhi, before it finally became 
D. In the Semitic languages the change is quite an easy and 
gradual one even to the present day. ., 

Here we should call attention to the degree m WhICh the 
grammar of the Aramaic (of both Biblical Aramaic and ~he 
language of the Aramaic papyri) has been affected by the m
fiuence of the Babylonian language; or at least .how t~e 
Aramaic of the fifth century B.C., Biblical or otherWIse, whIle 
differing from later Aramaic, both Western and Eastern, agr~es 
in certain respects with the Babylonian language.. Assyno
Babylonian tablets show that it w~s .quite a usual thmg to use 
the masculine instead of the femvnvne form of a verb when 
coupled with a feminine noun; and also tha~ the affixed pron~un 
often remained masculine, though referrmg to a pr~cedIllg 
feminine noun. A few examples will suffice to pro,:"e thIS fa~t, 
which is well lmown to all Assyrian scholars. For mstance, III 

the Creation Tablets we read: "Tiamat annita ina shemisha 
mahhutash itemi, ushanni te.nsha"; on her hearing this 
Tiamat spoke (masc. form) distractedly, she (lit. he) changed her 
mind. (Tablet IV, 87, 88.) So too: "Ipllsh-ma sapa.ra shul~la 
qirbish Tiamat; irbitti shari llshtif)bita, ana Hi af)ie Iillmmesha ; 
shara shiita, shara ishtana, shara shadu, shara amurm "; And he 
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made the net safe (?) around Tiamat, he seized the four winds 
that she might not in any wise escape, the south wind, the north 
wind, the east wind, the west wind. (Tablet IV, 41, 43.) Of 
Ishtar it is said: "Ana shamami etela "; She (lit. he) went up 
to the skies. (Nimrod-Epos, 45, 81.) Again': "Teumman kiaIll 
iq bi, sha Isbtar 76shannu milil{ temeshu ": So spoke Teumman, 
the course of whose plan Ishtar had deranged (masc. form). 
(Smith's A.ssurbanipal, 119, 23.) In Daniel the sa,me con
struction frequently occurs, though it is contrary to the grammar 
of later Western and Eastern Aramaie alike. Examples will 
be fOlllld in Dan. vii, 8, 19, etc., where in the KthIb the masc. 
form of the verb is used, just as in these Assyrio-Babylonian 
examples with fem. nouns. In the Qrr, on the contra.ry, the 
grammar is changed and the verb used in the fem., accordip.g 
to later usage. So masculine pronominal suffixes are constantly 
employed instead of feminine; as, e.g., in Dan. vii, 8, 12, 19, 
and in many other places. A.ll such are corrected in the Q1·i. 
They are not, however, mistakes of the transcriber, but proofs 
of antiquity; for the same thing is found in the papyri. For 
instance, in P. 13495, lines 18, and 20, 24, 27, the masc. occurs 
for the fem.,* but no attempt has been made at correction, the 
idiom being then admitted as in Daniel. Here again the papyri 
prove the fact that Daniel was not the composition of the late 
period to which the Higher Critics in general attribute it. 

A glance at the various readings in the Massoretic text of 
Daniel, published by Ginsburg, will convince the reader that 
the Jews in later, but still early, times found that in a large 
number of details the spelling and the grammar of Daniel (and 
in somewhat slighter measure that of the Aramaic of Ezra
Nehemiah) differed from that finally recognized as correct. 
That is to say, the Biblical Aramaic is in these respects archaic 
in comparison with what ultimately came to be recognised as 
the proper literary standard for composition in the language. 
For example, in Daniel and Biblical Aramaic generally the 
definite pI. of masc. nOllllS ending in -ay in the sing. is -aye, 

* .As another instance of the same idiom from Assyrian we give the follow
ing: "Issuk mulmula, ikhtepi karash-sha (v8,r. -shu)"; He placed the 
spear, he rent her (var. his, though referring to Tiamat) belly (Creation 
Tablets, IV, 101). So in Contract Tablets, -ka (thy, masc.) is often used for 
-ki (thy, fern.), especially, perhaps, in Nabu-nahid's time. Vide Tallquist, 
" Die Sprache der Oontracte Nabu-na'ids," and Muss-Arn., p. 362. 

R 
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(~:~T) and so too in the papyri; but in the later Aramaic it 
becomes -iiey t~:). Hence ill Dan. iii, 2, the Kthib has 
Tiphtiiye (~~J:;:l~f:l), as in line 4 of Section B of the Strassburg 
Pa.pyrus (there written ~"no"n), while the ~rl ~as tiphtaey, 
in accordance with later idiom. Instances of thIs kind are very 
numerous. In Daniel the termination iT is often used where 
later usage prefers the easier sound~. So, to?, the shin is 
preferred to samech in the word ~,,~'tV', though m later works 
the samech always takes the place of the rougher shin :-:-~'in 
(ID), being put into the older books to represent the transltlOn 
stage in this word. In Daniel the 2nd pI. masc. suffixed pe~s. 
pronoun assumes in the Kthib the form -iiyk; and so too m 
the papyri; but in the Qri we find, as in the Targums and later 
Aramaic, the form -iik n:). The 2nd sing. masc. pronoun, 
thou, is in the ordinary language ant, and is so written in the 
papyri, but in Daniel the longer and older form antiih (iTl.;'~~) 
occurs which must be an earlier form, judging by the form of 
the w~rd in Arabic. The verb in Biblical Aramaic has long 
been admitted to preserve conjugations: which becam~ either 
entirely obsolete or at least very rare m later AramalC, both 
Eastern and Western. Thus we find the causative Haphel 
instead of Aphel, forming a connecting link between ~he lat~er 
and the older Shaphel, common in Babylonian, and m Damel 
represented by two verbs. ::J.!"W ~"i:t"tP, borrowed directly 
from the Babylonian. So, too, Daniel often uses Hithpe~l and 
Hithpaal instead of the later Ithpeal and Ithpaal respectIvely; 
Hophal occurs some ten or ele~en times, ~hough very ra.rely . 
in what might be called classlCal AramalC. However,. It ~s 
occasionally found in Nabathrean inscriptions. All thIS IS 
true of the verbal forms in use in the papyri also. Perh~ps 
the only construction found in Daniel and not (with two po~slble 
exceptions)t in the papyri is the future with preformatlve .Z. 
But this is doubtless due to the use of the prefix lu used m 
Babylonian. In the later Aramaic this l, except .in "the l~n
guage of legal style, in some ancient proverbs, and m all standing 
expressions" (Levias, Aramaic (}rammar, p. 68), more commonly 

* In Daniel and in the papyri, for instance, we find t~e conju!1iation 
Hanphel with verbs commencing with 11, such as ~~11. V~de Dan. n, 21 ; 
~& . 

t Vide ~\n~ in P. 13495, line 7, and P. 13467, line 6. 
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n, forms the preformative of the future; but in Biblical Aramaic 
the ol~ :preformative y is employed, as in the papyri. The t 
had .orlgma~ly an optative or jussive meaning, as it usually 
has m Damel, though sometimes it has the meaning of the 
future. In Daniel it occurs only in the verb" to be." 

The personal pronouns of the 3rd pers. pI. in Biblical Aramaic 
a.re not those used in classical Aramaic, but agree with those 
found in the papyri. 

It. is remarkable that, while the papyri generally spell the 
PerSIan regal name Darius somewhat differently from that 
adop~ed in Bi.blical ~amaic, the only place in which the spelling 
of thIS wordls preCIsely the same as in the Bible is in P. 13489 
which is in all probability the oldest in the whole collectio~ 
from Assouan and Elephantine, being dated second of the 
month Epiphi, year thirty-seven of Darius (I), i.e. 494 B.C. 

In this MS. the Icing's name is written 'tV',".,j, as in Dan. vi, 1 
(-:Uam.); w~le in other and later papyri the spellings are 
W,iT".,j, ctc.· Strangely enough, on the other hand, in the 
next ~lclest papyrus, P. 13493, dated the twenty-eighth of 
Paoph~, second (1) year of Xerxes, i.e. 482 B.C;, that king's 
name IS not spelled quite as in the Biblical Aramaic, but in a 
manner .which is neaTer to the original Persian. Yet here, too, 
we fin~ that there is a reason, for the Biblical spelling of the 
llame IS .taken from the Babylonian Akhshiwarshu, represented 
exactly m the form used in Dan. ix, 1. This serves to shew 
a close connexion between Babylon and the composition of 
Da.niel. The Biblical form of each name is thus proved not to 
be late, but very early, and to have good authority to support it. 

It would expand this Paper too much were we to mention 
. in det.ail all the variotl.'I matters in which a careful study of the 
papyrI supports the antiquity of Daniel. But we cannot COll
?lude without a brief mention of one other fact of no slight 
Importance. There are in Daniel not a few words regarding 
the meaning of which the LXX translators were in considerable 
perplexity, and this perplexity expressed itself in later trans
latio~s also. Sometimes the translators made a guess at the 
meamng of such words, guided by the context, at other times 
they contented themselves with merely transliterating what 
they could not translate. Examples are not far to seek. For 
in Dan. i, 11, 16, the LXX ca~ot translate ":!rSrJiT' but 

* The form in Dan. is that used in Bab., the other the Persian. 

R 2 
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substitute (it is hard to say why) the name 'A(3£E(Jopt. In 
.Dan. V, 2, 23, they omit the words that mean" thy queens 
and thy concubines," being unable to interpret them. So in 
Dan. vi, 19, the word l,n" which we have shewn probably 
denotes food, is either rendered II.V7rOVlkEVOe; or omitted. In 
Dan. i, 5, a mistake of much less importance,but still an error, 
occurs, when ~:rf1e:J, meaning royal' delicacies, is represented 
by Tpa7rE~a. In Dan. iii, 2, 3, in one MS. Dr. Swete gives 
Oa(30a£ove; as representative of the term ~'.ne:J.n, rather 
a bad attempt at transliteration. In Dan. i, 20, O"e:J'iV'~ 
(the enchanters) is rendered rp£lI.bITOrpO£. In Dan. ii, 5, 8, 
~'l~, which means "certain, fixed; information," is 
represented by 'a7rf.ITT'I], which is evidently a bad guess 
founded on the context. In Dan. ii, 27, the word l'il~ is 
merely transliterated, no attempt being made to translate it. 
The explanation of this is clear. Dr. Swete* well says, "In 
the majority of instances transliteration may be taken for a 
frank confession of ignorance or doubt." But, if we for a 
moment assume the Higher Critics' theory that Daniel was 
composed about 167-5 B.C. in Palestine it is impossible to give 
a satisfactory explanation of such ignorance. We do not know 
who the translators of the Book of Daniel into Greek were, 
though for convenience' sake we speak of the LXX version of 
Daniel in contradistinction to Theodotion's version. At any 
rate they did their work very badly and carelessly. But at 
latest it would be rash to date the translation later than about 
100 B.C. In fact it is probably a score or so of years earlier. 
If, then, the Critics' theory be correct, in the course of some 
three score years a number of Aramaicised words used in Daniel 
had become so completely forgotten in Egypt (where the LXX 
version is supposed to have been made) that they had become 
unintelligible, and had either to be (erroneously) guessed at 
or merely transliterated. That some of these very words were 
used in the papyri and intended to be understood both in Egypt 
and Palestine not long before makes the matter still more 
strange. But all difficulty is removed if we are right in con
cluding that Daniel was composed in Babylonia, or by one who 
had long lived there, not long after the Persian acquisition of 
that country, who knew Babylonian and at least the Persian 
words most likely to be in use in Babylon late in the sixth 

* IntroduGtioll, to the a.T. in Greek, p. 324. 
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century B.C., and who, both in Hebrew and Aramaic wrote in 
a~most colloquial style. and, be.ing an honest, God-fe~ring man 
hImself, wrote for the informatIOn of men like minded in his own 
and future generations, leaving the issue to his God. 

0 , " , t,., r/,.l... I ,,' r 
V/C apa 7ravv TJlkW OVTW 'f'POV'T£CTTEOV, 'Tt EpOVITW Ot 7rOll.lI.o/' 

nlkfiS, aA.II.' () 'Tt cl €7r.ai'wv 7rEP~ TWV o£/catwv /Ca~ a'Ot/Cwv, cl EXe; 
\ ,\ r ',,\ '0 ' /Ca£ aVTTJ 77 a",'7 Eta. 

(Soorates.) 

APPENDIX. 

KINGS OF THE NEW BABYLONIAN EMPIRE. 

Nabopalassar 625-604 B.C. 

Nebuchadrezzar ll... 604-561. 
Evil-Merodach 561-560. 
Nergal-sharezar 559-556. 
(Labosoarchad) 556. 
Nabo-nidus (Nabu-nahid) .. 555-539. 

Cyrus .. 
Cambyses 
Bardiya. 
(Nidinta-Bel). 
Darius I 
Xerxes I 
Artaxerxes I 
Xerxes II 
Darius II 
Artaxerxes II 
Artaxerxes III 
Arses 
Darius III 

PERSIAN KINGS. 

538-529 B.C. 

529-522. 

521-486. 
485-466. 
466-425. 
424-424. 
424-405. 
405-358. 
358-338. 
338-335. 
335-332. 

Alexander the Great overthrew Darius III and made himself 
master of the Persian Empire, including Palestine and Egypt 
in 332 B.C. ' 
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DISCUSSION. 

After reading the paper Professor PINCHES then said: The paper 
is now open for discussion. I have already, when reading it, spoken 
of a few points which occurred to me, and these I will now repeat 
with any others which may seem desirable. 

We all know that it is utterly impossible for two nations to be in 
close connexion without borrowing from each other, and pr. Tisdall 
has rightly included in his paper all the philological arguments 
which could possibly be brought forward. In opening the discussion, 
I feel bound not only to refer to the arguments in favour of his 
views, but also those against-absolute correctness is essential in 
such a case as this, the date of the Book of Daniel. For this 
reason the argument from the Sumerian ulclcin, compared with the 
Greek uJlC/,avos is inadmissible. On the other hand, in the matter of 
the date of the word for" elephant" in Assyrio-Babylonian, the 
point is greatly strengthened when the real history of the word pfru 
is stated. This word does not occur spelled out in the wedge
written characters of the Assyrian historical inscriptions, but is 
there always given ideo graphically, expressed by the characters 
AM-SI. It is from the bilingual lists that we get the Semitic 
Babylonian pronunciation of ptru. Now, the date of the drawing-up 
of these lists is doubtful, but a moderate estimate would fix their 
compilation somewhere between 1500 and 2000 B.C. If the word 
came from Persia, this would give an example of the introduction 
of a Persian word at a much earlier date than the author indicates. 
The question remains, however, whether the non-existence of l in 
old Persian would argue against this. [The occurrence of l is common 
enough in modern Persian, and it seems, therefore, exceedingly 
unlikely that the ancient Persians were unable to pronounce that 
sound.] 

It is needless to say that the weaJth of philological material 
which the author has collected to prove his argument is of the highest 
importance, and forms in itself an exceedingly strong series of 
arguments in favour of an early date for the composition of the Book. 
To my mind, however, the strongest argument which he brings 
forward is that to which. I have already referred, namely, the ignorance 
of the Septuagint translator of the meanings of certain doubtful 
words in the Book of Daniel. [Among these may be .mentioned the 
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author's reference to the Heb. hammellJa1", reproduced in the Gk. by 
Abiesdri-Bagster's Septuagint, however, has the bad transcription 
Amelsad, for Amelsar ; the rendering of ashshapltim, " necromancers" 
as philosopltoi; the transliteration of gaz1'in, "fate-determiners," 
etc.] These alone necessitate a much earlier date for Daniel than 
167 B.C. With regard to the interchange in the Aramaic dialects 
of d and z, it is to be noted that the latter is the natural outcome of 
the former. In English the soft th, in the mouth of a foreigner 
easily becomes z, and this is also the case in the Semitic languages, 
[It was the case likewise in Assyrian, where iththi, with the sound of 
sharp tlt, became, in the provinces, issi.] I hope that sufficient of 
this important paper has been read to enable it to be discussed
probably members of the audience have been able to read some of 
the omitted portions in the intervals of waiting. 

Lieut.-Ool. MACKINLAY said: I have the greatest pleasure in 
seconding this vote of thanks to our learned author, and I join with 
our Chairman in sincere wishes for his speedy recovery. 

Our Chairman has piloted us skilfully through this somewhat 
formidable but very valuable paper. I cannot pretend to any 
knowledge of the linguistic questions involved, but, thanks to the 
clearness of expression of our author, the main outline of his paper 
seems to be simple. 

It appears that the Higher Critics have given an illustration of the 
old saying that" a little knowledge is a dangerous thing." Misled 
by some acquaintance with the ancient languages, they falsely 
assumed that the inclusion of foreign words in the records of a nation 
indicates that it has been conquered by that foreign country to 
which the words belonged. A moment's consideration should 
have assUIed the critics of the rashness of their assumption. As 
well might it be assumed that because we adopt, for instance, the 
words bazaar and hookah we have been conquered by the natives of 

India. 
But Egypt contained, as OUI author has pointed out, plain evidences 

which have thoroughly upset the confident assertion of more than 
a quarter of a century that" no Old Testament scholar of any repute 
now maintains that the book was written by Daniel." 

The evidences now produced by Dr. St. Clair Tisdall could have 
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been examined by Dr. Peake when he wrote his recent commentary, 
but he was not apparently up to date, and he failed to find out what 
our author has recognised, that the language of the book of Daniel 
corresponds in linguistic details with the comparatively recently 
discovered Assouan and Elephantine papyri which are so elaborately 
dated during the period 500 B.C. to 400 B.O. 

This is not the first time that the confident assertions of Higher 
Critics have been negatived by the records preserved in the dry 
climate of Egypt. Some twenty years ago it was their habit 
confidently to say that Luke was in error in saying that people 
went to be enrolled at their own homes, because no such record 
outside the New Testament was lmown. A confident argument 
based on negative evidence is always dangerous, and after this rash 
denial of St. Luke's accuracy was made, the actual Roman enrolment 
documents were discovered in Egyptian rubbish heaps, some being 
of the first century, ordering all to go for enrolment to their own 
homes. 

Thus in two instances documents have been found in the dry sands 
of Egypt which contradict the deduction of critics who denied the 
truth of Scripture. Having proved the Higher Critics false guides 
in these two instances, is it not wise to decline to follow them in 
others? 

We owe a debt of gratitude to our author for proving so conclusively 
the early date of Daniel, and we trust his paper may be widely 
circulated and studied. . 

The Rev. A. H. FINN sa,id : It would he an impertinence for me to 
attempt to criticise a paper the greater part of which deals with 
matters outside the range of my own studies. I can only sit humbly 
at the feet of so erudite a scholar as the writer. Yet there are two 
little points on which I can offer remarks which may be of some 
little use. 

(1) Interchange of D and Z (pp. 237-239) : 
Familiar from my childhood with colloquial Arabic, I can testify 

to the fact that in Palestinian Arabic the letter Dhal is frequently 
pronounced as Z. Is it not possible that this may be a survival of 
the Western Aramaic pronunciation? That would account for the 
Z found in the Aramaic of the Egyptian papyri. In that case, it 
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would be the more improhable that the Aramaic of "Daniel," 
showing the D form, was composed or written in Palestine. 

(2) LXX rendering of -,:,tSOil in Dan. i, 11, 16 (p. 243) : 
What MS. authority there may be for the substitution of 

A/3LEuop,~ I do not know, but Carpzov's edition gives 'Ap.iAuao as 
the reading of the Vatican Codex, and 'AI-LEPU(LP as that of the 
Alexandrian. Both these seem to be derivable from an original 
'AjtEAuap which would be the ordinary Greek transliteration of the 
Hebrew letters, treating however the definite article as though 
it were part of a proper name, an error found in other parts of 
the LXX. 

Allusion was made by the last speaker to the transliterations and 
mistranslations in the LXX version of the Psalms, especially in the 
superscriptions. Precisely similar evidences of ignorance are to be 
found even in the Pentateuch, and these seem to me to be clear 
indications that the translators were dealing with documents that 
were already of great antiquity. 

Mr. W. E. LEsLIE said: On p. 239 Dr. Tisdallsuggests that there 
has been an alteration of the Kthib (the Z-D change). On p. 241 
a change is found in the Qri only. If some changes were made 
while the text was fluid and others after it had solidified, should not 
this fact furnish additional material for the determination of the 
date? 

Mr. THEODORE ROBERTS referred to Dr. Tisdall's point on p. 233, 
that no Greek titles occurred in the Book of Daniel, which could 
hardly have been avoided by one writing long after the conquest of 
Palestine by the Greeks, as the Critics held was the case, while the 
use of Persian titles by Daniel was quite likely, seeing he no douht 
wrote in his old age some years after the Persian conquest of 
Babylon. 

The fact that foreign words did not appear in inscriptions and 
legal instruments about the date of Daniel, while he made use of 
them, proved nothing, as was seen to-day by the fact that French 
terms occurred in the present-day literature while they were not 
found either in the inscriptions or legal contracts of to-day which 
were usually framed in purer English of a somewhat archaic type. 
He had recently noticed in reading some parts of Scott which he had 
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not perused before certain words which he had hitherto regarded as 
quite modern, at least in the way they were now used. His 
acquaintance with literature of the age of Scott, though small, 
embraced more, comparatively speaking, than all that had come 
down to us of the age of Daniel, which she wed how unsafe it was to 
argue that a word appearing in Daniel could not have been in use 
in his lifetime merely because it was not found in the small fradion 
of literature of his age which had reached us. 

Dr. Tisdall's argument at the close of his paper, based on the 
Septuagint transliteration of some words, that they must have been 
sufficiently archaic to have become unintelligible to the translators 
was paralleled in the case of the titles of many of the Psalms. Both 
these incidents showed that the respective works in which the words 
occurred must have existed for a sufficient time before the translation 
was made for the meaning of these words to have been lost, which 
proved that the Higher Critics were wrong in dating the Psalms 
for the period of the Exile, and Daniel for the reign of Antiochus 
the Great, as those dates were too near that of the Septuagint to 
allow of the meaning of the words to have been lost-a longer 
time being necessarily required in the case of Psalms in daily use 
than that of literary remains like Daniel. 

He thought we might congratulate ourselves on the fact that 
two such learned men as Dr. Tisdall and our Chairman, Dr. Pinches, 
were satisfied that there was nothing in the Book of Daniel 
inconsistent with his having written it, and he pointed out the im
portance of this in consequence of the prophecy (in the ninth chapter) 
of the Seventy weeks, which fixed the time when the Messiah was to 
come, over four hundred years before He came, a thing impossible 
without divine revelation. 

When a Higher Critic like Professor Peake writes that no Old 
Testament scholar of any repute now maintains that the Book was 
written by Daniel he appears like the fabled ostrich which when 
pursued by its enemies hid its head in the sand in order to imagine 
that its pursuers did not exist. 

The Rev. J. E. H. THOMSON, M.A., D.D., writes: I was particu
larly glad when I saw in the syllabus of this session of the Victoria 
Institute Lectures that one was to be on the date of Daniel, and 
by so competent a scholar as Dr. Tisdall. It is approximately 
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thirty years ago since I contributed a series of articles to a theological 
magazine, since defunct, on the Aramaic of Daniel. As at that time 
the papyri of Assouan and Elephantine were as yet undiscovered, 
my efforts were directed to prove that the Aramaic of Daniel was 
older than that of Ezra and very much older than that of the 
Targums. Shortly after I was employed by the editor of the Pulpit 
Commenta1'y to write that on Daniel, which was published some 
four and twenty years ago. All these things gave me a very special 
interest in Dr. Tisdall's paper. 

The paper itself has. more than justified my expectation. The 
numerous illustrations from Persian and from the cuneiform 
inscriptions were decidedly refreshing and make me regret that 
Dr. Tisdall's lecture had not been published twenty-five or thirty 
years, so that I might have benefited by it in my commentary on 
Daniel. Dr. Tisdall will, I am sure, pardon me when I venture a 
~ew criticisms. I lmderstand Dr. Tisdall to hold that in Babylon 
it was only the foreign and trading population (p. 220,1. 10 from the 
bottom) who spoke Aramaic. I am under the belief that Baby
Ionian-the language of the inscriptions-had long ceased to be 
spoken, and it seems to me that the fact that, while the contract 
tables are in the Babylonian language and in cuneiform character, 
the doquets are usually in Aramaic proves this. A parallel case 
may be found in ·Scotland. Certain deeds in connexion with the 
transference of land were, about two hundred years ago, usually 
written in Latin and in black letter, but the doquets were always in 
English. The natural interpretation of this, it seems to me, is 
that Aramaic was the language spoken by everybody, but that 
documents of importance were written in Babylonian. This is the 
decision of Dr. Hugo Winckler in his History of Babylonia and 
Assy1'ia (p. 179), writing of the reign of Asshur-nazir-pal
,r Aramaic soon became the language of social intercourse in nearly 
the whole of Mesopotamia and expelled the Assyrio-Babylonian, 
which continued only as a literary tongue." It is possible that 
Dr. TisdaIl does not mean to restrict the speaking of Aramaic 
merely to "the foreign and trading community" of Babylon; if so, 
I crave pardon for misunderstanding him. There is another point 
I wish Dr. TisdaIl had taken into consideration, i.e. the fact that 
the Aramaic of Daniel and Ezra is Western, not Eastern, Chaldee-
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to use the older name, not Syriac. My own idea is that it resulted 
from the copyists. As the ancient scribes mote to dictation the 
reader of the MS. would be prone" to assimilate the language he 
read to that he was accustomed to use. A parallel instance is the 
Anglicization a Scottish song undergoes when it is printed in 
London. While Dr. Tisdall notes the fact that ~~ (zi) of the monuments 
is replaced by~, (di) he does not notice the use of ~~l~ instead of 
the older NR.":~ found on the monuments and in Jeremiah x, 11. 
I would suggest that the pronunication of the cognate Arabio letters 
in Palestine affords a parallel. The letter qoph, so difficult for an 
Occidental to pronounce, is softened, into ain or even further to 
hunza or little ain. The change in regard to zi is the converse; 
many Palestinians pronounce dotted dal as if it we~e zeel. A scribe 
who !mew Western Aramaic would be prone to assimilate the 
Eastern Aramaic to the dialect to which he was accuStomed. The 
question of the Greek names of musical instruments assumes a 
a slightly different aspect when the result of scribal variation is 
taken into account. In regard to symphonia : its position in the text 
is by no means certain, as it seems to me, though certainly as a piece 
of controversial tactics it was perhaps well to give the opponents all 
the advantage they can claim. We have to do with five texts: 
the Massoretic Kthlb and Qrl-the LXX-Tbeodotion and the 
Peshitta-and there are four successive times in which the list of 
instruments occur in each of these. In the Massoretic in the second 
list, III 7, sumphonia does not occur at all; in the third the Kthlb 
gives siphonia, although according to the Qri: it is to be read sum
phonia; in the LXX it occurs in the first and last lists; in Theo
dotion only in the last; while in the Peshitta the place of sumplwnia 
is occupied by tyiphonia, which appears to be the same word as 
siphonia according to the Kthib in the third list. These phenomena 
would be explicable if sumphonia was added as an explanation. It 
must be observed that sumphonia does not in passages in Polybius 
necessarily mean a musical instrument; it may mean a chorus of 
singers. It is assumed the pesanterin must be psalte1ion ; but another 
possible derivation is from the Egyptian pe sautol'e, "the chorus." 
I do not say it is a true etymology, but it might be one which would 
suggest itself to a Greek-speaking Egyptian and he would add as 
explanatory of sumphonia on the margin. The frequent intercourse 
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between the Jewish communities in Egypt and Palestine might lead to 
the same explanatory note being added to the margin. Perhaps it is 
hetter to assume the claim to be correct, but call upon the Critics to 
recognise that musical terms pass easily from country to country. 

. I have. a somewhat higher estimate of the Chisian Daniel than 
has Dr. TisdaU. There has certainly been some carelessness in 
translation, but in some cases I am under the impression that the 
LXX translator had another Hebrew before him and tbat this explains 
some of its differences from the Massoretic text and also from 
Theodotion. I think there is another thing to be considered. Is it 
not probable that the several chapters of the Book of Daniel were 
issued as separate tracts and that they continued separate for some 
time and sustained separate treatment-the separate tracts-both in 
Egypt and in Palestine ~ We must remember that the text of 
Daniel was not protected as was the Law and the Megilloth by 
being read in the synagogue. May I remark I am puzzled by a state
ment Dr. Tisdall makes in regard to Sm'bal (p. 216): "The LXX 
render it by anaxu1'ides," adding in a note "In some MSS." 
I understand that the Oodex Ohisianus was the sole exemplar of the 
Hexaplaric text of Daniel. Scbleusner quotes Symmachus as having 
this rendering. 

I have already given too long an excursus on Dr. Tisdall's paper. 
At the same time let me express a hope that he will give us further 
results of his study of Daniel. Perhaps the Critics will listen to him. 
Usually they ignore opponents. Mr. Sonnenschein, who mote a 
guide to readers in Dr. Williams' Library, condemns indiscriminately 
all who defend the traditional date of Daniel and commends with 
equal lack of discrimination all who assail it. He even commends 
that blundering book of the late Dean Farrar, a book that blunders 
even in arithmetic and founds arguments on these blunders. The 
Critics are afraid of their opponents, they endeavour to hinder 
publication of books or articles, and if published try to keep people 
from reading them. It seems to me that the main obstacle to the 
critical acceptance of the authenticity of Daniel is the presence in 
it of the miraculous. But a Christianity without miracle would 
have no salvation for man. Again let me thank Dr. Tisdall. 

Professor W. M. Fr.INDERS PETRIE mites from the British School 
of Archreology in Egypt and Egyptian Research Account, University 
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College, Gower Street, London: "The question about Greek words 
in Daniel hardly needs any notice in your paper. The intercourse 
of Jew and Greek must have been incessant at the frontier garrison 
TahpanheR from 660 B.O. onward. The refugees of Johanan's 
party (who left behind the name of 'The palace of the Jew's 
daughter ') were preceded doubtless by others flying from the sieges 
and invasions of Jerusalem in 607, 603 and 599, as well as in 588 B.O. 
As I wrote (thirty-three years ago): 'Numbers of the upper and more 
cultivated classes were continually thrown into the company of 
Greeks; all who could afford t9 flee, had to become more or less 
acquainted with Greek language and ideas,' there was ' a continual 
ebb and flow of alternate dwelling in the Greek settlement and of 
return to their own land. . The bearing of this on the 
employment of Greek names for musical instruments . 
is too obvious to need mention in detail' (Tanis Il, Nebeshek, 
ancl Defenneh, pp. 49, 50; 1888). 'For three generations before 
t·he end of the monarchy the Greeks must have been familiar to 
the more enterprising of the Jews; and probably many a ka-ithros, 
psanteria and sumphonyah . . . had been traded over to 
Jerusalem to the Greek colony' (Egypt and Israel, pp. 87, 88; 
1911). You will find the matter in detail in these two books. I 
congratulate Dr. Tisdall on his paper." 

The PRESIDENT then said: It is exceedingly regrettable that the 
author has been unable to attend and comment upon the points 
raised by those who have kindly joined in the discussion. The 
Rev. A. H. Finn's remarks were especially interesting, and I am 
glad to know his opinion concerning the interchange of d and z
as he has lived in the nearer East, he can naturally speak with 
authority on this point. The change between d (dh) and z is common 
in the Semitic languages-it is the distinguishing mark between the 
Aramaic and the Hebrew branches. 

With regard to the other points touched upon, in the absence of 
the author, and at this late hour, I think it best to leave them un
answered-we do not know what the author's reply would be if 
he were here. I will only ask you, therefore, to join in a vote of 
condolence with him and his faInily in the illness from which he is 
suffering. 
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AUTHOR'S REPLY. 

I am very grateful to those Members of the Victoria Institute 
who have so kindly criticised my paper, and specially so to Dr. Pinches, 
who has communicated to me certain suggestions in writing. These 
I have incorporated in the revised edition of the paper. To this 
fact I owe the excision of my suggested derivation of UJlCECLI'OO, 

referred to in Dr. Pinches' remarks on p. 246. Of course, the ancient 
Persians may have been able to pronounce the letter l, w~ch occurs 
so frequently in modern Persian; but neither the Achrememan nor the 
Avestic alphabet contains any sign for that letter. I am glad .to 
find that my arguments as to the antiquity of the Book of ~am_el 
are confirmed by such scholars as Dr. Pinches and Prof. Fhnders 

Petrie. 
I should perhaps add that my references. to the Septuagint. are 

to Dr. Swete's edition of the LXX, as publIShed at the CambrIdge 
University Press in 1912 (Vol. Ill). The Editor !nforIllS us that i~ 
this edition "The Septuagint text has been derIved fro~ Cozza S 
transcript of the Chigi MS., but it has been thought desITable to 
follow Tischendorf's example and to give at the foot of the page 
the readings of the Syro-hexaplaric version, our only other authority." 
But in Dan. i, 3, n, 16, Swete does not note any reading but 
'Af3t£dOp/, Hence, though aware that other editions have 
'A,u£A.dCio and 'A,uEPdUp, I did not menti?n them. Dr~ Thomson 
has not noticed my reference to Jer. x, 11, ID p. 229, No. <.)2. !take 
this opportunity of thanking all the scholars who have dealt so 
kindly with my paper. 


